


PREFACE
To those who knew him, and to many who wanted to know him, Craig 
Hinton was the fan’s fan. Unashamedly enthusiastic and encyclopaedic in 
his knowledge of  his favourite TV show, Craig never turned his back on 
Doctor Who fandom, progressing from Coordinator for the Doctor Who 
Appreciation Society to reviewer for Doctor Who Magazine’s Shelf  Life 
column, to author of  countless short-stories and five Doctor Who spin-off  
novels: The Crystal Bucephalus, Millennial Rites, GodEngine, The Quantum 
Archangel and Synthespians™.

He had a wide circle of  friends with whom he would fall out and make up 
with on a regular basis, much like a character from his beloved soap operas, 
whose convoluted plots and characters were lovingly reflected in many of  
his works.

Craig loved language, and aspect of  Craig’s signature style was his eloquent 
and often intricate weaving of  past references from books, comics and 
television into his stories. He christened the overt use of  continuity references 
“fanwank”, a term that has passed into common use not just among Doctor 
Who fans, but into all corners of  science fiction fandom.

Well known as warm and welcoming both at conventions and on the internet, 
Craig offered help and support to many aspiring writers and was often the 
most vociferous defender of  the underdog, urging fan writers to never give 
up on their dreams.



Craig had other strings to his bow, working in computing and publishing 
before settling into a career as a maths teacher shortly before his tragic 
death at the age of  42 on December 3rd 2006.

At the time of  his death Craig was working on a number of  projects which 
included at least on spin-off  project, an audio play and the reworking his 
unpublished novel, Time’s Champion, which was to have been the sixth 
Doctor’s final adventure.

Shelf  Life is dedicated to Craig’s memory, and contains contributions from 
friends and fans alike. The contents of  this special preview are just a little 
taster for the main event, which is due to be published on May 7th 2008, 
which would have been Craig’s 44th birthday.

Jay, David and Adrian
December 2007

Illustrations by PAUL PICKFORD, PETER NEVILLE and D’ISRAELI (originally 
appeared in WALKING IN ETERNITY), used here as placeholder images to give an idea 
of  how the finished book will look, while the SHELF LIFE artists get on with their stuff!

Doctor Who and TARDIS are trademarks of  the British Broadcasting Corporation. 
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Adrian Middleton

When we first met, Craig had just written The Crystal Bucephalus, and was struggling 
with the synopsis of  Millennial Rites. It was while talking about our respective fiction 
that I introduced him to the concept of  quantum mnemonics, an idea that had featured in 
two of  my own submissions to Virgin – The Fugue (intended as the last sixth Doctor/
Rani story), and The Dark Tide (a second Doctor/Blackbeard “histrionical”). Craig 
championed my Blackbeard story, which got as close to acceptance as I ever managed, and 
later supported my editorial endeavours in the world of  the fanzine.

Ten years later we were reunited by a yahoo group, picking up where we had left off, 
and bouncing crazy, crazy ideas off  each other like 1993 was yesterday. I was a reluctant 
returnee to Doctor Who fandom, but Craig often egged me on, inspiring me to write my 
first complete Doctor Who novel as a dare. That novel, still in its first draft, was called 
Blink of  an Eye. The dare from Craig was a challenge for me to “outfanwank” him – to 
write as good a novel as I could, with more continuity in it than even he had managed.

I did it, and my last conversation with Craig was an enthusiastic one – he loved the 
story and wanted to meet up and talk about some of  his own ideas of  how the second 
draft might work, and how we might sneak a couple of  references in from his own 
unpublished novel, Time’s Champion. We were planning to get together about two weeks 
before Christmas 2006 – this turned out to be two weeks after he died, so the meeting 
never happened, and I’ll never know what he had to say to me.

Now it’s my turn to repay some of  Craig’s friendship. The Darkest Corner is 
my unashamedly continuity-laden homage to Craig. Set immediately after The Crystal 
Bucephalus, it throws as many of  his favourite concepts together – Kamelion, the Valeyard, 
the ruins of  Gallifrey, the sixth Doctor’s great potential, ancient Time Lord history and 
a gratuitous sequel to a classic Pertwee-Delgado confrontation.

I happen to think Craig’s forte was short-story writing, and I hope, in some small 
way, The Darkest Corner does him justice.



Tegan  Jovanka ran her hands across the cracked and pitted 
surface of  the control console. Scarred by its exertions in the distant future, 
the lopsided and fragmented casing that once protected fragile time crystals 
lay bare and unmoving amid the jury-rigged bundle of  wires and bladamite 
tubes that had bypassed its systems and brought the ship to safety.

The TARDIS was in a sorry state and the Doctor, fretting and picking 
over bare circuits, didn’t look much better. 

 ‘Are you sure this thing is safe?’ She asked as the Doctor pulled his hand 
away from a jumping spark and sucked at his fingertips.

‘For now, Tegan,’ said the Doctor. He circled the console, placing an 
arm around her shoulder and guiding her away from danger. ‘Now we’ve set 
her down, the old girl can get some much deserved rest and recuperation.’

‘Rest and recuperation?’ Another voice interrupted. It was Turlough. 
Young, smart, and as cynical as ever. ‘From the looks of  it, the TARDIS 
needs major surgery.’ He paused for effect. ‘A transplant, even.’

Tegan felt the Doctor tense for a moment, before squeezing her arm 
reassuringly. ‘The transplant’s already been taken care of, Turlough.’

‘What sort of  transplant?’ He asked.
‘You might call it a… a matter transplant. The TARDIS didn’t have 

enough mass to survive another turbulent trip through the vortex, so I had 
to bulk her up a little.’

‘Bulk her up?’ Tegan frowned. ‘It’s not exactly a chicken, Doctor.’
‘That’s true,’ the Time Lord smiled, ‘but the analogy is sound.’ It was 

good to see him relax again, if  only for a few moments. ‘When we left New 
Alexandria I locked on to the surface and materialised one of  the TARDIS 
rooms around a few miles of  barren landscape. All we need to do now is 
park up and let her digest it.’

‘How does a TARDIS digest a landscape?’ Turlough asked. He was 



obviously in one of  his wind-the-Doctor-up moods. ‘And won’t the people 
of  New Alexandria miss it?’
 ‘Ah,’ the Doctor, as usual, deflected the swipe with an enthusiastic 
explanation. ‘It was an abandoned and polluted part of  the planet. Devoid 
of  life, and better off  being processed by the TARDIS than left to continue 
damaging the environment.’
 ‘That’s handy,’ said Tegan, lightening the mood still further. ‘Have you 
ever thought of  doing the same to King’s Cross?’
 ‘Tegan!’ The Doctor looked at her with mock-reproval. ‘Remind me to 
book you on a tour of  Camden in 2020, I think you’ll find they solve those 
problems without our help.’
 ‘So,’ she played a straight face, ‘where are we again?’
 ‘Where we were meant to be all along. The Eye of  Orion. One of  the 
most stable places in the galaxy. Good for the mind and body, too.’
 ‘Right, well,’ Tegan could see that the Doctor clearly wanted them out 
of  the way while he conducted repairs. ‘What do we need to take?’
 ‘That rather depends what you want to do. There are ruins to explore, 
berries to pick, fields to roam through.’
‘Fields? I’ve always fancied myself  as a bit of  a Van Gogh.’
 ‘Really, Turlough?’ The Doctor looked sceptical. ‘Well, if  you’re serious 
I have some artist materials you can use. I tried painting in my last body, but 
visiting the likes of  Monet, L’Autrec and Picasso was more distraction than 
inspiration. There was always something more exciting to do. Ah, well.’ 
 He fished a key out of  his pocket – the key to his study, handing it to 
Turlough with brief  instructions. Pads and canvasses by the easel, brushes 
in a toolbox, paints in the portmanteau. The Doctor was rarely so free with 
access to his private quarters. Nyssa had been the last to get that particular 
honour.
 ‘What about you, Tegan?’ He asked after Turlough had left the room.



 ‘What about me? Every time we try to relax we end up chasing each 
other’s tails.’
 ‘Not this time. We’ve already arrived, and I can guarantee no predators, 
corrupt governments, invasion forces, salesmen or mad scientists. Even 
the atmosphere has a feel-good factor. You’ll be fine. Have a wander, its 
perfectly safe out there.’
 ‘Perfectly safe?’ Where had she heard that before? ‘Eighteenth century 
France was supposed to be safe, and thirteenth century England before 
that. Let’s face it, you haven’t got the best track record.’
 The Doctor reached across to flick one of  the few intact switches on the 
central console, and the view screen flickered into life, displaying a rolling 
country view that wouldn’t have looked out of  place in the Yorkshire dales. 
Except for a very faint purple haze in the distance.
 ‘There, look,’ he said. ‘Grass, hills, serenity.’
 ‘You’re absolutely sure?’
 ‘Sure as rain,’ he smiled.
 ‘Oh, great. It’s going to rain!’ She teased, waiting for the Doctor’s mouth 
to drop. Then she grinned. ‘I suppose it’s safer out there than it is in here. 
I could get a book from what’s left of  the library. Do you have any F Scott 
Fitzgerald?’
 ‘Almost certainly…’ the Doctor began.
 ‘Right,’ she said, turning on her heels and leaving the room, ‘see you in a bit.’

∞
With Tegan gone, the Doctor turned to his third companion. Sitting in a 
chair set against the far wall of  the control room, Kamelion had stayed silent 
and unmoving throughout the exchange, watching. Waiting for guidance.
 ‘Do you wish me to escort them outside?’ he said at last, picking up on 
the Doctor’s surface thoughts.
 ‘What?’ the Doctor looked sadly across at the silver android. ‘No. They’re 



fine. That was a stray thought. I can keep them out of  the way by moving 
the rooms around a little.’
Brushing some debris aside, the Doctor reached into the guts of  one of  the 
control panels and pulled out a fractured keypad. 
 ‘There,’ he declared a few moments later, ‘that should do it. As for you,’ 
he turned back to Kamelion, ‘you’re coming with me.’
 ‘Where?’ The android stood, tilting his head towards the Doctor. There 
was a snap as he retracted the umbilical cord that connected him to a junction 
box set into the TARDIS wall before following him out of  the room.
 ‘Somewhere safe.’ The Doctor said, turning into a newly-crafted corridor 
that hadn’t been there when Tegan and Turlough had walked past.
 ‘Far from manipulative thoughts.’
 Kamelion noted the new architecture as he followed the Doctor. Clean, 
white corridors much like those he had seen when he first came aboard. 
Before Lassiter had taken control of  him. Before…
 ‘Here we are,’ the Doctor announced, pausing in front of  a closed door 
at the end of  the corridor. There were no locks or handles, just a solitary 
roundel set into its white surface. Reaching forwards, the Doctor placed 
his palm flat against the roundel, and the door glowed faintly before fading 
away to reveal what lay beyond.

∞
Before them lay a dark, starless vista. Far bigger than any of  the rooms 
Kamelion had seen before, it more closely resembled the surface of  a planet 
that had no sky.
 ‘What is this place, Doctor?’
 ‘I think I’ll call it “The Blue Room”,’ said the Time Lord, stepping over 
the threshold. ‘It’s new.’
 ‘New?’ Passing through the doorway, Kamelion found himself  stepping 
out from the side of  a mountain, looking down upon the scattered remains 



of  an advanced civilisation. There was a broken dome, an impressive rampart, 
and countless ash-covered spires and minarets in various states of  decay. 
 ‘New Alexandria, actually,’ the Doctor explained at last. ‘Well, part of  it.’
 By Kamelion’s estimation – far more accurate than that of  a fallible 
human – the original landscape would have covered eight or ten times the 
surface area that lay before them.
 ‘This is the landscape you were telling Tegan and Turlough about?’
 ‘Yes, but it’s more than just a landscape.’
 ‘It’s a city.’
 ‘Not a city,’ the Doctor shook his head. ‘The City. The Capitol. All that 
remains of  the Time Lords.’
 ‘I don’t understand.’ Kamelion was confused. The Capitol was the 
legendary home of  the Time Lords. An impregnable fortress hidden on 
ancient Gallifrey. Not New Alexandria.
 The Doctor set off  towards the ruins, picking his way through rocks 
and debris toward the outer perimeter of  the broken dome. He beckoned 
for Kamelion to follow him, and the android gingerly complied, marvelled 
by the remnants of  ancient designs and at the ruins of  a civilisation that had 
survived, unchanged, for millions of  years.
 ‘When we were brought to the Crystal Bucephalus I was pulled out of  
synch with my home world,’ said the Doctor, pulling himself  up and over a 
short wall and onto the intricately carved paving that covered the abandoned 
city streets. ‘My Personal Relative Time and my Gallifreyan Mean Time have 
been seriously compromised. New Alexandria is Gallifrey. It’s a part of  a 
future I should never have seen.’
 ‘Why not?’ The Doctor had not talked about these things with Kamelion before.
 ‘When a Time Lord travels into his own future, or the future of  Gallifrey, 
he can’t go back. The Laws of  Time forbid it.’
 ‘Why?’ Until now, Kamelion had been satisfied with unquestioning 



servitude. Rules – like the Laws of  Time – were simply rules. The android 
had never considered asking why, having been freed from the Master, the 
Doctor couldn’t take him home. He just accepted that it was how it was. 
 ‘Because once you’ve seen the future…’
 Kamelion understood. ‘The present becomes the past.’
 ‘Precisely. Except here, in this future, there are no Laws of  Time. The 
Time Lords appear to have abandoned Gallifrey, and what’s left of  the old 
Capitol is in ruins.’
 ‘Is it safe?’
 ‘To you and I,’ the Doctor paused to get his bearings, picking out a new 
path through the weathered streets. ‘The entire area is polluted with radical 
chronons. Whatever happened here destroyed Time Lord civilisation.’
 The Doctor was sad. Shocked even. Kamelion could feel thoughts and 
emotions that the Doctor would not normally have shared with him. He 
wanted Kamelion to know how he felt. What he was thinking. ‘Civilisations 
rise and fall, Doctor. It is inevitable.’
 ‘Yes, I know. But this is my civilisation, and I’ve become a witness to its 
end. That means I’ve become the last of  the Time Lords, forced to roam 
alone in a universe where my people have been destroyed.’
 ‘Even in the past.’ Kamelion added 
 ‘Especially in the past. All the other Time Lords would have been 
synchronised with their home era.’ The Doctor reached down, picking 
something up from amongst the rubble. Brushing carbon and dust away, he 
had found a book. A child’s book. ‘Only those that survived this cataclysm 
can interact with me now, and I happen to know that these ruins are billions 
of  years old.’
 ‘Then how are they so well preserved?’
 ‘Stasis,’ the Doctor explained, letting go of  the battered book. It hung, 
suspended in the air, and in time. Kamelion shied away from the Doctor’s 



thoughts as he pressed onwards again. ‘Time is frozen here, except to us. 
Now I’ve moved the ruins inside the TARDIS, she can siphon away the 
pollution, use it to refuel.’
 ‘And the matter?’ Kamelion gestured towards the ruined city.
 ‘Block transfer conversion.’
 This was a concept Kamelion understood. ‘I am a block transfer 
construct,’ he said.
 ‘Which is why you’re immune to the stasis. The TARDIS will absorb 
most of  these ruins into her structure, converting them from atomic to 
non-baryonic matter. Anything she finds indigestible will become a permanent 
fixture.’
 ‘Indigestible?’ Kamelion was uncertain what the Doctor could mean. 
‘Block transfer can be used to deconstruct any form of  matter.’
 ‘Matter yes,’ the Doctor nodded, ‘but it can’t digest Heisenberg radiation 
or its derivatives, and there are lots of  Heisenberg sources on Gallifrey. 
Especially over there,’ he pointed towards the tallest of  the city’s ruined 
towers, ‘beneath the Panopticon.’
 ‘The Eye of  Harmony?’ Kamelion had heard of  the Time Lords’ power 
source, first in legends on Xeriphas, and later during his travels with the Master.
 ‘Yes,’ the Doctor nodded. ‘This stasis field is the first line of  defence, 
ensuring that only those already capable of  time travel have access to the 
Eye. Although I never expected it to end up inside the TARDIS.’
 ‘Will it be secure here?’
 ‘Perfectly. The TARDIS shares many of  the design features used to fix 
the Eye at the centre of  the Web of  Time. When all of  this,’ he gestured 
towards the surrounding terrain, ‘has been digested, the TARDIS will 
relocate what it can’t convert into energy.’

∞
It took several minutes for them to cross the city, reaching the edge of  the 



vast, statue-circled square that lay at the very heart of  the former Capitol. 
Rising – spiralling – upwards from the centre of  the city was the tower 
they had seen from afar, a twisting helix of  dimensionally transcendental 
architecture that dwarfed any structure Kamelion had ever experienced. In 
close proximity he could see that the building was much larger than the city 
that had once contained it.
 ‘So,’ he asked, as they paused at the foot of  the structure, ‘why have you 
brought me here?’
 ‘I prefer to work with an audience,’ the Doctor explained. ‘Tegan and 
Turlough wouldn’t have survived the chronon bombardment.’
 ‘So, I am your third choice?’
 ‘Not at all.’ The Doctor turned to look at Kamelion. To reassure him. 
‘I’m… struggling to find situations where you’ll be safe. I want to help you, 
Kamelion. Really, I do.’
 ‘I understand.’
 ‘I hope you do,’ the Doctor reached out, holding the android’s arms. 
This act of  reassurance, Kamelion realised, was for the Time Lord as much 
as it was for Kamelion. ‘Now, help me to find out what happened here. Let’s 
see if  there’s anything we can do.’
Do? The Doctor said he had come here to learn before the city was absorbed 
by the TARDIS. Not to find a way to change history. 
 ‘You said that interference was forbidden.’
 ‘It is,’ the Doctor pulled away, turning back to look across towards the 
base of  the Panopticon just a short walk away. ‘But the alternative… being 
truly alone. I don’t think I could live with that.’
 ‘I understand.’ Kamelion repeated. And he did understand.
 ‘It must be…’ the Doctor realised they had found common ground. He 
stopped himself. ‘How do you cope with being the last of  your kind?’
 Kamelion lowered his head. It was such a simple question, as was the answer.



 ‘By bonding with my masters,’ he replied, taking on a new physical form. 
‘Embracing their desires.’
 In a burst of  shining light, the mottled silver automaton was gone, 
replaced by a moment’s fluid shape shifting, with the dark, bearded form of  
the Doctor’s nemesis. The Master. Dressed as Kamelion had last seen him, 
in his guise as Sir Giles Estram.
 ‘Of  course, but I could never do that. Even on Earth I’m an outsider. 
And no matter how much you trust someone, you can never be certain of  
their motives. Not even mine.’
 ‘Are you ever certain of  your own motives, Doctor?’ the Master asked.
 ‘No. No, I’m not. Gallifrey is my home. I wander because… because I 
can always come home, like the prodigal… oh.’
 They had come to within a few yards of  the central tower, only to find 
that something else stood in its place. Another building superimposed over 
the one they had seen in the distance. The tower had been displaced, and in 
its place…
 ‘What is that?’
 ‘This is… was… the Panopticon, but a new structure’s been superposited 
over the top. The one good thing about the Gallifreyan construction industry 
– all building and no demolition. Chances are that the entrance to the old 
Panopticon will be inside the new building. But why would they build over it?’
 From the outside the new building resembled a short Greek temple raised 
up on a stepped platform. A dozen ionic columns separated the building 
proper from the rest of  the city, and behind the four central columns a large 
statue could be seen.
 ‘Perhaps it was built after Gallifrey had fallen and the Panopticon was 
no longer required,’ said the Master. ‘It looks much more recent, as if  it was 
built after the city was devastated.’
 ‘Perhaps.’ The Doctor climbed the steps, drawing parallel with the 



columns. ‘It looks like a museum of  some kind, dedicated to someone very 
special. Don’t you think it looks a little like the Lincoln Memorial?’
 ‘Lincoln Memorial?’ The Master stared up at the statue that sat before 
them. It was of  a youthful man with tousled curls and sad eyes.  
‘What is that?’
 ‘I’m sorry, Kamelion. It’s an old Earth monument. Even the clothes 
match,’ he gestured towards the Edwardian suit the statue wore. They were 
typical of  Lincoln’s period. ‘Let’s take a look inside shall we?’
 Between the statue’s legs there was a smooth, square doorway that led 
into the darkness. Passing into the chamber beyond, they came before a 
raised plinth inscribed with writing in three languages: Old High Gallifreyan, 
Ancient Greek, and English. A Rosetta Stone for human-Time Lord 
communication.
 ‘Ah…’
 ‘What is it?’
 ‘This engraving. The Doctor pointed to the main inscription – the only 
part that hadn’t been translated into English. ‘It’s my name. The Doctor, Last 
Hero of  Gallifrey, Bringer of  the Nine Deaths. This…’ he waved his arms and 
circled the chamber, ‘is me.’
 ‘You?’ The Master turned to read the inscription aloud. 
 ‘No, no.’ The Doctor closed his hands over his ears and scrunched up 
his eyes until his companion stopped speaking, ‘I shouldn’t know about this.’
 ‘So, we leave?’
 ‘No,’ the Doctor stood, facing up to his fears. ‘We go on. Follow me.’

∞
Walking past the platform and its inscriptions, they passed into a wide 
chamber subdivided into alcoves. Each alcove was presided over by a statue, 
beyond which lay a selection of  artefacts, a chronograph player, and a 
backdrop filled with text. Again, each one was in three languages.



 ‘So,’ asked the Kamelion-Master, ‘what are these statues?’
 ‘Me… my other selves,’ said the Doctor. ‘It’s like an exhibition of  my 
life. That one –’ he pointed towards the first of  the statues. It was a tall 
gentleman, older and sterner than the one outside, but similarly attired, and 
with a similar length of  hair ‘– was the first me. The original.’
 Looking up into the old man’s eyes, Kamelion shifted, adopting the 
shape of  the first Doctor. Where the statue was of  dark marble, Kamelion 
filled in the colours, drawing them from the Doctor’s mind.
 Tugging at the lapels of  his frock coat, the Kamelion-Doctor moved 
across to the next statue. 
 ‘And this?’ He became shorter and scruffier as he adopted the second 
Doctor’s shape.
 ‘Number two,’ said the Doctor, walking past the chronograph to look at 
the backdrop that lay beyond. ‘And here… a transcript of  my trial. Edited 
by the looks of  it.’
 Moving on, they came to a third statue. 
 ‘This was my punishment…’ the Doctor explained. ‘My third body. 
Considering it was forced on me it wasn’t too bad. Happy times.’
 ‘Doctor…?’ Kamelion had moved on to the next statue, where he soon 
found himself  wrestling with a long and unfamiliar scarf.
 ‘It’s alright, Kamelion. This is Doctor number four. My most recent 
body.’ He looked up. It wasn’t so long ago that he had been staring at that 
face in a mirror. It was an odd sensation. ‘They could have shown me smiling 
at least. I was always smiling…’
 Behind him, Kamelion grinned a toothy grin as he stood before the 
next statue. ‘This I recognise.’
 ‘Hmm,’ the Doctor joined him, looking up at a representation of  himself. 
The hair was a little shorter though – perhaps he was due a trim in the near 
future. ‘I’m not sure I should look any further. Let’s…’



 Instead of  turning away, he looked at the next statue. He flinched. 
 ‘Commander Maxil?’ The Doctor looked surprised. ‘I suppose he 
doesn’t look so bad with the scowl removed.’
 Kamelion moved deeper into the alcove, stopping to read through the 
text on the backdrop. ‘He appears to be the most revered of  your forms. 
“The Doctor that came home, resumed the Presidency, and who steered 
Gallifrey through hard times like the captain of  a ship.” ’ 
 ‘So,’ the Doctor turned to join his companion, moving the android’s 
long scarf  aside to read the text for himself, ‘I’m still President by the time 
I regenerate. That’s interesting to know.’
 The Doctor took his time over the display. He seemed quite pleased 
with what he found, and his mood had lightened as they moved on to the 
next incarnation. Pausing to take in his seventh body, the Doctor paused at 
the chronograph, looking down into the viewer that could instantly relay 
matrix records directly into the brain at the flick of  a switch.
 The Doctor flicked the switch. A moment later he recoiled as his brain 
processed the raw data. 
 ‘Oh, dear,’ he said.
 ‘What is it?’ asked Kamelion, who was shape shifting into a new form. 
Short and rumpled again, but not quite right. Without a reference from the 
Doctor’s mind the android found it difficult to capture the seventh Doctor’s 
proper form.
 ‘Death’s Champion?’ The Doctor murmured. ‘How could that have 
happened?’
 Standing beside the Doctor, Kamelion leaned over and stared into the 
viewer. As he did so he adopted the right colours and the right accent for 
this darkest of  the Doctor’s forms.
 ‘According to this you made the ultimate sacrifice at the end of  your 
sixth life,’ he said in a gentle Scottish burr, ‘and that after your regeneration 



you restored the Rule of  Rassilon,’ he rolled his r’s, ‘stepping aside for your 
granddaughter to rule instead.’
 ‘Yes,’ the Doctor seemed distracted. ‘Susan…?’ The chronograph had 
shown several images of  Susan – his Susan. The Doctor’s thoughts were 
of  a much younger woman. But, Kamelion noted, although she was many 
years older there was no sign that she had regenerated.
 ‘She died trying to redeem you. Giving herself  to death as a means of  
nullifying your contract.’
 ‘Contract? What contract? Let me see that again…’ the Doctor returned 
to the viewer, pressing the button and absorbing the record all over again. 
This time, he didn’t pull away until the record had ended. ‘I made a contract 
with Death? This can’t be right.’
 ‘What about this?’ The Scottish Doctor called over from the last alcove, 
where he tapped at the final statue with his umbrella. It was the eighth 
Doctor, his tousled hair and sad face a mirror of  the seated giant that rested 
at the entrance to the memorial.
 ‘My last body?’ The Doctor moved to the backdrop, reading aloud. 
‘“Purged of  darkness, he tried and failed to save Gallifrey, but like his predecessor, the 
home world had become tainted, corrupt. Nine times he tried to save it, and nine times he 
was forced to sacrifice it”.’ 
 ‘It’s me. I’m what destroys Gallifrey.’ The Doctor backed away from the 
alcoves, clearly aghast. ‘I’m going to be the one responsible.’
 ‘Doctor?’ Kamelion was concerned. He could feel the anger and the 
darkness inside the Time Lord’s mind. More than that, he could hear his 
thoughts, process his intentions, embrace his desires. 
 And from inside Kamelion’s own mind, another voice, a whisper, 
reinforced the Doctor’s thoughts, turning them into a clear set of  instructions 
which the android was compelled to follow. 
 As the Doctor stood beside him, looking up at the legend of  his future, 



the replica of  his seventh body reached across, throwing him backwards 
and onto his back. Before he could react, his dark facsimile was upon him.
 The Doctor found himself  pinned to the ground, his throat caught in 
the vice-like grip of  an android. He also found himself  staring into the 
deep, blue eyes of  his successor.
 ‘Die, Doctor, Die!’ Kamelion rasped, pressing his thumbs deep into the 
soft flesh of  the Doctor’s throat.

∞
‘Kamelion!’ The Doctor hissed through gritted teeth. ‘Stop this…’ 
 The android paused for a moment. The Doctor’s dark thoughts were 
changing… receding. But as they did so the other voice grew stronger, rising 
from a subtle whisper into a barked command. Kill the Doctor, Kamelion. Kill 
him now.
 His master’s voice was strong. Compelling. But the Doctor wanted to 
live. He was willing his respiratory bypass into action. 
 ‘Kamelion,’ he gasped, ‘I order you to stop!’’
Kill him. The voice urged, and Kamelion continued to squeeze. 
 Stop. The Doctor’s voice echoed through his head. His feeble robot mind 
had become a battleground for two opposing wills, and inside, Kamelion 
screamed. Staring down into the Doctor’s eyes, he caught a glimpse of  his 
own reflection. His present form. He wasn’t the seventh Doctor any longer, 
he was the Master again.
 The Master’s voice receded. Metal hands unclenched as the android 
resumed his natural shape. 
 ‘You… wanted to kill yourself, Doctor. You willed me to do it.’
The Doctor gulped in air, perching himself  up as he rubbed his rapidly 
bruising throat.
 ‘That isn’t what I was thinking.’ He said hoarsely. ‘Not me as I am now. 
I was thinking of  my future. It needs to be changed.’



Confused, Kamelion helped the Doctor to his feet. ‘I do not understand.’
 Dusting down his beige coat, the Doctor patted Kamelion’s shoulder 
reassuringly, but the android knew he had done wrong.
 ‘What should I do?’
 ‘Nothing,’ the Doctor said, crossing over to the platform at the front 
of  the exhibition. It was about ten feet square and equally high. ‘No, wait, 
come over here.’
 Kamelion joined the Doctor, who gestured for him to grip the side of  
the platform.
 ‘If  this is based on the Lincoln Memorial, then there should be something 
that I need underneath here. Do you think you can move it?
 ‘Not in this form,’ Kamelion said, changing shape and gaining height 
and mass.
 Towering above the stone platform there now stood a creature of  myth. 
A green troll or ogre in tattered purple pants stood in his place, some ten 
feet high and almost the same across. Digging its blunt fingertips into the 
cracking, splintering stone, it slowly heaved the mass aside. Beneath the 
platform was a small recess just large enough for a man to jump into. 
The Doctor jumped.
 ‘What are you doing?’ Kamelion asked in a gruff, hulkish voice.
 Bending down, the Doctor hefted up a small casket, about three feet by 
two. Sliding it onto the floor and across to his companion.
 ‘Here,’ he said, ‘open this.’
 ‘What is that?’ The casket was made of  rough stone and bore the seal of  
Rassilon, legendary founder of  the Time Lords. ‘Your remains?’
 ‘No. They don’t bury Time Lords. They absorb our bodies back into the 
looms and recycle us. At least they used to.’
 Kamelion reached down, pushing hard against the sides of  the box until 
it popped in a cloud of  dust. Taking over, the Doctor separated the broken 



casket and reached inside, drawing out a slender tube some twelve inches in 
length. It seemed to contain a swirling plasma or liquid. Kamelion couldn’t 
quite work out what it was, but whatever the tube contained was constantly 
shifting and swirling under its own power.
 ‘What are you planning to do with that?’
 ‘I’m going to do what I was thinking about when you tried to kill me. 
I’m going to change my personal history.’
 Hoisting himself  out of  the recess, the Doctor beckoned Kamelion 
to follow as he half-walked, half-ran outside the Memorial and across the 
square beyond.
 It took what felt like several minutes to retrace their path through the 
city and across the landscape that the Doctor had christened “The Blue 
Room”. Stepping back into the TARDIS corridor, the Doctor led Kamelion 
– who was again in his familiar silver form – back to the console room. 
It was white again, and much of  the console had repaired itself, with a 
gleaming time rotor ready to respond to the flick of  a switch. But not the 
one the Doctor now depressed. A door swished across the entrance to the 
corridor and a lock clicked somewhere.
 ‘What are we doing, Doctor? What about Tegan and Turlough?’
 ‘Don’t worry. Thanks to the stasis field we’ve only been gone a couple 
of  minutes.’
 Kamelion looked towards the locked corridor door. It seemed that the 
Doctor still wanted to be alone.
 ‘Just a precaution,’ the Doctor explained, ‘I moved those rooms a very 
long way away.
 Now, there are some things I’ll need you to do.’
 The Doctor leaned forwards, reaching for Kamelion’s umbilical. Drawing 
some slack, he plugged it into the TARDIS databank before typing furiously 
into the keypad. As he did so, Kamelion cocked his head, trying to see what 



instructions the Doctor was giving him. When that failed he tried to sense 
the Doctor’s thoughts, but this time they were closed to him.
Moving over to the console’s navigational panel, the Time Lord began 
inputting codes and calculating vectors with blinding speed. 
 ‘Are we leaving?’ Kamelion asked.
 ‘No need,’ the Doctor shook his head. ‘I’m setting up an interstitial 
motive bridge into the past. The TARDIS will stay in the same time and 
place, but the real-world interface I’m creating at the end of  the bridge will 
emerge at a completely different location. I’m drawing down as much mass 
from the Blue Room as I can, mapping a physical tunnel onto the vortex.’
 As the Doctor spoke, an archway appeared in one of  the walls. It led 
into a narrow corridor which ended with a simple door.
 ‘It’s forbidden of  course,’ the Doctor explained, ‘but right now I’m the 
Highest Authority. So, as custodian of  the Laws of  Time, I hereby authorise 
myself  to use any and every means possible blah, blah, and so on, and so forth.’
Flicking a final switch, the Doctor dashed out of  the room, passing under 
the arch and closing the short distance towards the door.
 ‘Come on, Kamelion,’ he called, ‘Tegan and Turlough won’t even notice 
we’ve been gone.’
 Intrigued, the android made his way towards the Doctor. ‘Where are we going?’
 ‘Prison.’ 
 The Doctor opened the door, stepping out into a small brick cell. 
Following him inside, Kamelion noted the cramped conditions. A small 
window, a single door, a simple toilet and a bed.
 ‘You’re imprisoning yourself  to prevent you from causing future harm? 
Will I share your solitude?’
 ‘Of  course not,’ the Doctor reassured him, ‘this is Stangmoor Prison. I 
came here for something. Tell me, do you sense the Master?’
 ‘The Master? I don’t…’ Kamelion opened his mind, searching for a 



powerful contact. But there was nothing. Other than the Doctor’s the minds 
were weak here. ‘No, he is not here.’
 ‘Excellent! He should be busying himself  in China at the moment. Now 
the next part is very important. I want you to look into my mind. I’m going 
to focus on an image, and I want you to assume that form. Can you do that?’
 Kamelion nodded, concentrating on the Doctor’s thoughts. The Time 
Lord was remembering a man. Shorter than the Doctor. Familiar. The Master. 
Not Kamelion’s Master though, but another, earlier, incarnation.
 ‘That’s perfect,’ the Doctor commented, taking in the dark, grey-flecked 
hair and beard, the Nehru suit, and the satanic features. Reaching forwards, 
he checked the details on the security pass that Kamelion had fabricated. 
‘Now, if  anybody asks, you are Professor Emil Keller, and you’re here to 
see Professor Kettering. I’m your assistant, and we’re here to add a new 
component to the Keller Processor.’ 
 Drawing a lump of  scrap circuitry from one of  his pockets, the Doctor 
pressed it into Kamelion’s black-gloved hands. ‘I want you to say whatever 
comes into my head.’
 Pulling open the cell door, the Doctor glanced up and down the corridor 
before giving his companion the all-clear. Together they made their way, 
unchallenged, towards the prison’s medical wing, where the Doctor quickly 
located a door labelled ‘Processing Room’.
 ‘This is it,’ he whispered, gently easing the door open. ‘Hello?’

∞
It was a well-lit laboratory, with several pale formica tables set against black-
boarded walls. At the far end of  the room was a desk, at the end of  which 
was a chair equipped with restraints, much like an executioner’s chair. To its 
left was a trolley, on which a large, complex device rested.
 ‘Hello?’ A middle-aged scientist in a white lab-coat was sitting at the 
desk. ‘Oh,’ it looked like he had been completing a set of  notes before he 



looked up from his work, ‘Professor Keller. This is most unexpected, I 
heard you were away.’
 Rising to greet Kamelion and the Doctor, the scientist brushed against 
his notes, knocking them to the floor. Flustered, he hastily began gathering 
the papers together.
 ‘Professor Kettering?’ Kamelion said, testing out his new identity. ‘I 
was, but certain matters came to my attention. I had to leave my assistant, 
Chen Li, behind. This,’ he paused to introduce the Doctor, is…’
 ‘Seamoth, Trent Seamoth.’ For some reason, the Doctor was smirking. 
Helping Kettering to retrieve his papers, he offered a hand, shaking it 
vigorously. ‘I’ve heard so much about you, Professor.’
 ‘Oh, yes. I must have missed the call from security.’
 ‘Nothing to worry about,’ said Kamelion-Keller, ‘I just wanted to show 
Seamoth here how to recalibrate my machine.’ He held up the scrap of  
circuitry that the Doctor had passed to him. ‘We need to upgrade the analog limiter.’
 ‘Of  course, of  course.’ Kettering held out his hand to take the circuit. 
‘May I…?’
 ‘Er… I’m so sorry, Professor Kettering,’ said the Doctor, pushing 
the gathered papers back into the Professor’s hands, ‘but we’re on a tight 
schedule. Do you have the spectrographic log?’
 ‘Yes, yes,’ Kettering looked around, trying to spot the requested 
paperwork before realising it was elsewhere. ‘It’s in my office.’
 ‘Do be so kind as to fetch it for us then, Professor,’ said Keller.  
‘There’s a good fellow.’
 ‘Certainly. I’ll get them right away.’
 Kettering excused himself, heading out of  the room and towards his office.
 ‘Good work, Kamelion,’ said the Doctor, patting his shoulder. ‘That 
should give us four or five minutes, but we should be done in three.’ 
Crossing over to the trolley at the far end of  the room, the Doctor started 



to familiarise himself  with its design.
 ‘What is it?’ Kamelion asked.
 ‘It’s called the Keller Machine.’ The Doctor explained, running his eyes 
and fingers over the device. ‘It’s being touted as a revolutionary new way 
of  treating psychotic criminals. There’s a mind parasite inside that literally 
sucks the evil out of  a man’s brain.’
 ‘And in reality?’
 ‘It’s based on a device from Gallifrey’s Dark Times. When the Time 
Lords were first created they were susceptible to madness. Their brains 
couldn’t cope with the stress of  long life. If  a Time Lord stayed in the same 
body for more than a thousand years he’d start to go mad. That’s why we 
change our bodies when we regenerate. It renews the synapses and releases 
all that pent-up paradox, which the TARDIS absorbs and diverts back into 
its engines.’
 ‘So what is this machine for?’
 ‘Well, before the new body idea they came up with this. It’s a siphon. 
The parasite is a psychic leech bred to suck up all the dark thoughts and 
emotions hidden in the darkest corners of  our minds. When we mastered 
regeneration the madness was delayed by up to ten thousand years. The 
leeches were all but redundant, and eventually became extinct, so goodness 
knows where the Master found it.’ 
 ‘And the machine?’
 ‘The processor amplifies the parasite’s power and allows the dark 
thoughts to be re-focused. Broadcast. He can do to many what you’ve 
already felt him do to you.’
 ‘I see,’ Kamelion watched uncomfortably as the Doctor pulled on a pair 
of  rubber gloves and picked up a set of  tongs from a nearby bench.  ‘If  this 
parasite is so powerful why didn’t I sense it? Am I safe?’
 ‘When it’s not attached to the processor the parasite’s a touch telepath, 



and you can’t sense it because it hasn’t absorbed any minds yet. The Master 
won’t be testing it out for… oh… another week. More than enough time for 
me to steal the parasite and for him to find a new one.’
Moving over to the Keller Machine, the Doctor slid open a metal panel 
and reached inside. Finding a large jar of  some kind, he gently unscrewed 
it, withdrawing an open container from the guts of  the machine. Inside, 
Kamelion could see a slick, black, slug-like creature. Pulling out a plastic 
bag, he lowered the tongs into the jar and gripped the parasite. It squirmed 
as the Doctor dropped it into the bag and tied it off.
 ‘Now,’ said the Doctor, slipping the parasite into one of  his pockets, 
‘let’s get out of  here.’

∞
The last time Tegan was in the library it had, quite literally, been falling 
about around her ears. The TARDIS had been in its death-throes. The 
stakes where high, and the situation was grim. Now, after a longer than usual 
journey through the TARDIS corridors, she stepped into a shifting scene. 
 The first thing she noticed was that there were no books. The bare 
walls had repaired themselves, and row upon row of  half-formed bookcases 
appeared to be materializing, much as the TARDIS did when it landed in a 
new location.
 The empty white shelves seemed to be assuming the shape of  a single 
spiral, like the inside of  a conch-shell. Uncertain if  it was safe to cross the 
threshold, she stepped into the room, stamping on the floor to make sure it 
was solid.
 Crossing over to the nearest shelf, Tegan put her arm into the cavity and 
waved it about. Definitely no books. Typical.
 As she huffed and cussed, Tegan noticed a change. She got goose bumps 
as the air seemed to charge itself, and her hair stood on end. Before her eyes 
the white, ghostly outlines of  a shelf  full of  books started to appear.



 As she watched, the washed-out images solidified, their spines filled with 
colour and their embossed titles became legible. She reached up randomly, 
pulling out a book and hefting it about. It was a big volume of  maybe a 
thousand pages, but it was as light as a slice of  polystyrene. Was being the 
operative word.
 As she held the book its mass increased, forcing her to grip it with two 
hands before slumping to rest it against her chest.
 ‘Rabbits,’ she cursed, struggling to ease the book back up into the right 
shelf-space. ‘Transdi-bloody-mensional physics. Gah!’ 
 With the book back in place, Tegan looked to where the spiralling shelves 
turned a corner. They were all now crammed full of  books, meticulously 
ordered in a way that only the TARDIS databank might manage. Moments 
later she could smell them. Not dust – the library was spotless – but the 
different smells of  paper and string and ink and glue. Fresh smells.
 ‘Right,’ she started to walk down the curving aisle, picking out the nearest 
titles, all began with Zz-. ‘F,’ she muttered. She had a fair walk ahead of  her.

∞
Elsewhere inside the TARDIS, the Doctor closed of  the archway that led 
back to Stangmoor Prison. With a flick of  a switch he jettisoned the bridge 
into the vortex and unlocked the doors. He also reset the length of  the 
corridors that led to his private quarters and to the library.
 ‘Tegan and Turlough should be back any moment,’ he said, handing the 
plastic bag to Kamelion. ‘I want you to take this to my laboratory. I’ll join 
you in a minute or two.’
 The silver robot nodded, delicately taking the bag and carrying it out of  
the console room at arms length. As he did so, Turlough passed him in the 
doorway. He had a blank canvass and a set of  charcoal pencils under his arm.
 ‘What’s up with him?’ he asked as the android disappeared down the corridor.
 ‘Oh, Kamelion offered to dispose of  some melted circuits,’ the Doctor 



explained, pulling a duster from his pocket and dabbing at the shiny new 
surface of  the power systems panel.
 Turlough whistled. ‘Didn’t take you long to get the TARDIS fixed,’ he 
said, taking in the features of  the new room.
 ‘Oh, once the desktop wallpaper’s been selected she does most of  the 
work herself,’ the Doctor explained. ‘There are still a few tweaks I have to 
make. You go on ahead and I’ll catch you up.’
 ‘Where’s Tegan?’
 ‘She’s gone to get a book. If  you see her first, tell her I’ll be along shortly.’
 And with that, the Doctor slipped out of  the control room.

∞
Tegan ran her fingers over the dust-jacket of  her newly discovered book. 
The ghostly yellow eyes and deep red lips of  Daisy Buchanan were 
superimposed over a night-time city scene, with bright bursts of  yellow 
light breaking through the darkness. The Great Gatsby. F. Scott-Fitzgerald. She 
opened the book and read the name of  the publisher on the dust jacket. 
Charles Scribners’ Sons. Trust the TARDIS to stock up with a first edition. 
Aunt Vanessa would have been so jealous.
 Clasping the book to her chest, Tegan dashed out of  the library. Now 
she had a decent read she was keen to join the Doctor and Turlough. See 
if  this planet really was as relaxing as the Doctor had made out. As she 
scurried along the corridor, Tegan briefly spotted Kamelion some way 
ahead. He was at a T-Junction, heading away from the control room. And 
he was walking suspiciously, holding a package in front of  him and at arm’s 
length. The way her ex-flatmate Allie had used to carry a stinky nappy. On 
a whim, and because she’d never really felt comfortable about the android, 
Tegan decided to follow him.
 The android didn’t get very far before he entered one of  the TARDIS 
laboratories. Uncertain of  how good his senses were, Tegan sneaked up to 



the open door, sidling up to the edge so that she could peek inside.
Kamelion was preoccupied. He had placed the strange bag down in the 
middle of  a table, disappearing from sight for a few moments. Drawing 
back, Tegan was surprised to see the bag move. She gasped.
 Returning to the bag, Kamelion tore it open and deposited its contents 
into a large, broad dish. A thick, dark blob landed into the dish, quivering like 
jelly. To Tegan it resembled a giant sea anemone. As the android continued 
his mysterious preparations, his back moved to obscure her view. Stretching 
up onto her toes, Tegan strained for a better look when –
 ‘Ahem.’
 She gasped.
 Standing behind her, the Doctor had a quizzical expression on his face 
as she dropped her book with a thud.
 ‘You scared the living daylights out of  me,’ she whispered.
 ‘What are you doing, Tegan,’ he asked, ‘and why are we whispering?’
 ‘Shh,’ she pointed into the laboratory, ‘it’s Kamelion. He’s up to 
something.’
 The Doctor glanced over Tegan’s shoulder, where he could clearly see 
Kamelion following his instructions, wiring up an old exitonic circuit board 
to a passive mind probe.
 ‘Ah. I’m afraid he’s helping me tie up a couple of  loose ends from our 
visit to the Crystal Bucephalus.’
 ‘Loose ends?’ She said loudly, sighing with relief. ‘Fixing the TARDIS 
you mean?’
 ‘Amongst other things. I didn’t want to bother you and Turlough. You 
both need a rest.’
 ‘So what are the other things? And what’s that sludgy thing Kamelion’s 
got? Looks like bad sushi.’
 ‘More like bad karma, I’m afraid, Tegan.’ The Doctor ushered her into 



the room, where Kamelion turned towards them, the usual blank expression 
on his face.
 ‘Is everything alright, Doctor?’ he asked.
 ‘Yes, Kamelion. It’s fine.’ He glanced across at the dish. ‘It looks like the 
parasite’s out of  the bag.’
 ‘Parasite?’ Tegan remained confused.
 ‘That,’ the Doctor pointed to the thing in the dish. ‘Mind parasite. 
Perfectly safe so long as you keep your fingers to yourself. Here,’ he held 
out a slender tube, ‘hold this.’
 ‘What is it?’ Tegan took the proffered object. It was quite long and slim, 
and she was surprised she hadn’t noticed the Doctor holding it. Then again, 
he had had one arm behind his back.
 ‘My biodata.’ Tegan remained unenlightened. ‘You know I have multiple 
bodies?’ She nodded. ‘Well that’s because I have thirteen sets of  genetic and 
experiential information coded into my body. This…’ he tapped the tube 
she was holding, ‘is an extract. The Time Lords keep a copy connected to 
the Matrix for as long as I’m alive. It’s their way of  being one step ahead. 
They use it to predict what we will do in the future.’
 ‘That’s terrible…’ Tegan began, ‘but, hang on. You’re still alive. So how…’
 ‘It’s from my future. I recently found out that when I get older I’m 
going to make some bad choices.’
 That sounds ominous, she thought. ‘What sort of  bad choices?’
 ‘Mistakes. As we get older, Time Lords become prone to madness. 
Usually around the tenth body, although if  you’re overexposed to the forces 
of  paradox it can strike much sooner.’
 Tegan responded with her finest blank look. She suspected this was just 
one of  those loose ends that were way over her head, but the Doctor carried 
on anyway.
 ‘I found out that the madness will strike me a little earlier, and that I’m 



destined to destroy Gallifrey.’
 Gallifrey? She recalled that that was the name of  the Doctor’s home 
planet.
 ‘Crikey. That’s serious.’
 ‘Very,’ the Doctor agreed. ‘Kamelion here’s going to help me stop the 
madness.’
 ‘With the sushi?’
 ‘That’s right. I’m going to use it to siphon off  my darkest thoughts. If  I 
do it now the madness will be delayed by a few lives. Instead of  my seventh 
self  going crazy, he’ll be able to resist the corruption and make the right 
choices. And that should be enough to keep my future selves out of  trouble.’
 ‘And these dark thoughts of  yours?’ Tegan kind of  understood. ‘The 
parasite eats them?’
 Again the Doctor nodded. ‘Any thoughts the parasite consumes become 
its own. An evil, twisted version of  my mind. The antithesis of  everything I 
stand for.’
 ‘Right. So it soaks up all your bad vibes, and then we squish it?’
 ‘No. Squishing it,’ he used the expression distastefully, ‘would be wrong. 
The parasite is a blank slate at the moment, but once it absorbs my thoughts 
it becomes a part of  me. I need to put that part back inside my head where 
it can do no harm.’
 ‘Hang on. You’re taking it out and putting it back again? What’s the point?’
 ‘The Doctor is moving it, Tegan,’ said Kamelion, keen to play a part in 
the exchange. ‘Things that happen in a hundred years will be delayed by a 
thousand. Instead of  the seventh Doctor doing bad things, it will be the last 
Doctor who goes mad. The twelfth.’
 ‘Or thirteenth,’ the Doctor corrected him, ‘it’s not an exact science.’
 ‘But you’ll still be a bad guy in the future? Is that how the Master ended 
up… you know.’ She twirled her finger in the air. ‘I mean, what kind of  life 



is that to look forward to?’
 ‘I don’t think it will come to that, Tegan,’ he took the biodata extract 
from her, passing it to Kamelion, who starting wiring it up to the exitonic 
circuit board. ‘There’s a good chance that I won’t live beyond my eighth life. 
Something big will happen then. I’ll die before my dark side ever surfaces.’
 ‘Oh, right,’ she felt awkward, not knowing what to say. He’s talking hundred 
of  years from now, not tomorrow. ‘That’s good to know.’
 ‘No, it isn’t. Kamelion has to make the changes, and when he’s done I 
won’t remember a thing. The truth will be buried.’
 ‘But I’ll know.’ The news hurt Tegan. Typical of  the Doctor to try and 
shove the really important stuff  under the carpet when her back was turned. 
‘One question. How can you trust Kamelion but not me? I mean, Turlough 
I can understand, but…’
 ‘I didn’t want you or Turlough involved. What you didn’t know couldn’t 
have hurt you. But now that you do…’
 ‘What?’ Angry Tegan had something to say. ‘You’ll wipe my 
memories?’
 ‘Not exactly,’ the Doctor looked hurt. ‘I was going to say you can 
help. Rewriting biodata is a delicate process. Not like brain surgery. Every 
experience I’ve ever had, every memory, and every person I’ve ever met, is 
part of  what’s about to be changed. Whatever memories I lose, you’ll lose too.’
 ‘So you are going to wipe my memories!’
 ‘Time will do that for us. History heals itself  all the time. That’s nature, not me.’
 ‘So I’ll forget all this?’
 The Doctor shrugged. ‘It depends how successful we are. Only 
Kamelion and the TARDIS will know everything that happens. And I trust 
the TARDIS implicitly.’
 ‘Okay,’ she reminded herself  it was the Doctor who was in most danger 
from all of  this, not her feelings. ‘So what do you want me to do?’



 ‘Well,’ the Doctor moved over to inspect the silver android’s handiwork. 
‘Kamelion’s completed the circuit between the parasite and the biodata 
extract.’ He prodded at the circuit board with a small tester, which winked 
green in response to his prods. ‘All I need is for you to hold my hand and 
close your eyes.
 ‘Yeah, right,’ she said, taking his hand. ‘A delicate process. Not like brain 
surgery at all.’
 Smiling reassuringly at Tegan, the Doctor poked his finger into the top 
of  the mind parasite.

∞
The Doctor and his companions were gone. Off  on another adventure, 
leaving Kamelion behind to contemplate his existence.
 At least, he thought, this time I have a function.  
 The Doctor’s timeline was synchronized and the TARDIS repaired. 
Tegan and the Doctor had left happy and oblivious to the secrets they 
had left in his safe keeping. Only he, Kamelion, and the TARDIS, now 
knew about the Blue Room. Against all the odds the Doctor had given him 
another chance.
 From his vantage point at the foot of  the ruined Panopticon, the android 
stared across the landscape. Its sharper features had already started to blur 
as the TARDIS siphoned away the bluffs and crags that surrounded the old 
Capitol. Elsewhere in the TARDIS, power reserves were rising and new 
rooms were being formed.
 He turned, stepping back into the ghostly Monument. In his hand, he 
carried the Doctor’s biodata extract. Rewritten. Refreshed.
 In front of  him stood the platform he had moved aside during his 
last visit. Unlike the outside, the interior of  the Memorial was as sharply 
defined as he remembered. The deep finger marks and splintered stone 
hadn’t smoothed like the ruins outside.



 Perhaps, Kamelion thought, there’s a lot of  Heisenberg radiation here, and this 
place will never be displaced. Or perhaps the TARDIS is absorbing matter from the 
edges, working its way in.
 Whatever the answer, he circled the platform and found the broken box 
that had, until recently, been buried underneath. Placing the slender tube to 
one side, Kamelion picked up the box, split asunder by the brute strength 
of  his previous form. This time, he concentrated, establishing a psychic link 
with the TARDIS.
 Contact.
	 Kamelion started to glow with the shining aura that presaged his 
transformations. This time, however, it wasn’t Kamelion whose shape 
shifted. It was the box. Through Kamelion, the TARDIS was repairing it. 
Momentarily, the intact box clicked open, and the android set it down upon 
the ground, lifting the lid and staring at what lay inside. A bed of  exitonic 
circuitry surrounded the tube-shaped cavity.
 Kamelion picked up the extract and returned it to its rightful place, completing 
whatever circuit sat inside the box. As he closed the lid and set it back beneath 
the platform, the exhibition flooded with white light. Shielding his eyes, Kamelion 
turned towards the alcoves to see what changes had been wrought.
 At a glance he could see few changes to the first five exhibits. Each 
Doctor resembled what he had seen before. The sixth and seventh Doctor 
looked similar, but there were subtle differences – different clothes, different 
backdrop texts. 
 As the Doctor had requested, Kamelion stared into the seventh 
chronographic viewer and watched. 
 If  Susan is still in danger, you know what to do. They were the Doctor’s 
orders, input directly into his artificial brain. If  not, forget what you have seen.
 The android processed what he saw, and then moved on. He turned 
towards the statue of  the eighth Doctor. It was the same. Whatever changes 



had been made to the sixth and seventh Doctors’ lives, it had had little 
impact on the life of  the last Doctor. 
 Except that he wasn’t the last.
 There were more alcoves, set aside for the ninth, tenth, and future 
doctors. He turned to examine them, but stopped. Don’t look beyond my seventh 
life. Not this time. Return the extract and leave. Don’t look back.
 Kamelion obeyed, returning from whence he came. Somewhere in the 
darkness, between the twelfth and thirteenth alcoves, he thought he could 
hear dark laughter.





Return On Investment
Rachel Steffan

I grew up in the ‘seventies and ‘eighties as an American fan of  Doctor Who.  Along with 
fans everywhere, I mourned its loss at the end of  the Sylvester McCoy era.  When the 
Virgin New Adventures novels appeared, it was like a gift from above; still, as much as 
I enjoyed them, I missed the older (younger?) Doctors - the Doctors of  my childhood.  So, 
in 1994, how happy was I when Virgin announced the Missing Adventures line?  And 
how much happier, still, when two of  the early MA’s featured Peter Davison’s Doctor 
(whom I did not remotely have a huge crush on when I was, like, twelve)?
    Goth Opera by Paul Cornell was a terrific piece of  fiction.  But when, in The Crystal 
Bucephalus, Craig Hinton stripped the “Oncoming Beige” of  his cricketing whites and 
dressed him in embroidered blue silk, complete with the always-slightly-too-long hair in a 
ponytail, I was an instant devotee.  
    Yes, I am that shallow.  (Sorry, Craig.)  
    However, as you might expect, there was more to the novel than just that lovely 
mental picture.  Craig also introduced the hysterically funny idea that the Doctor was 
constantly battling the unseemly accumulation of  unintended wealth, which comes with 
time travel and a ridiculously long life span, by attempting to lose money in hopelessly 
doomed investments.  While this is a side note in the novel, I have chosen to use it as 
the focus of  my little homage to Craig, “Return On Investment.”  I have also chosen to 
write for the Sixth Doctor, portrayed by the wonderful Colin Baker; a Doctor whom both 
Craig and I enjoyed immensely despite his relative lack of  popularity.
    This one’s for you, Craig, from an American fan who misses you deeply.



Bishopsgate, 1994
Any minute now, an alien is gonna burst out of  this guy’s stomach, Peri thought as 
she eyed the impossibly fat, smug banker seated across the conference room 
table.  Said banker eyed her right back-- lecherously-- and she hunched down 
further in the leather-upholstered seat, once again pretending to take notes 
as the speaker at the front of  the room droned on about ‘derivatives trading’ 
and ‘exciting opportunities in Southeast Asia.’
 Time ticked by with no sign of  any alien stomach-bursting behaviour, and 
Peri gradually began to relax.  Beside her, the Doctor appeared unconcerned 
and a bit bored; a figure faintly out of  place, his sober three-piece suit at 
odds with the riot of  curly blond hair and the small, gold cat-pin on his lapel.
 She fidgeted, feeling equally misplaced in her tailored jacket and skirt.
  These shoulder pads are going to have somebody’s eye out.  She glared briefly at 
her companion. ‘Secretary,’ indeed... why, I oughta...
 The Doctor shot her a quelling glance, and she subsided, returning to 
the list of  ways to take revenge for this ridiculous, unexplained side-trip, 
which she was composing in lieu of  taking actual notes.
 Maybe this was really nothing more than what it seemed-- an investor 
meeting at a pretentious old British bank.  She supposed that even nine 
hundred-year-old Time Lords had to manage their investments sometime, 
and the Doctor obviously wasn’t hurting for cash.
  Still, it wouldn’t have killed him to actually tell her that, instead of  leaving 
her wondering if  Sigourney Weaver was about to come crashing through the 
conference room door with guns blazing.  With their lifestyle, Peri wouldn’t 
have been surprised in the least... it was a testament to her experiences since 
travelling with the Doctor that the first thing she’d done upon entering the 
room was catalogue all the likely furnishings that could be used for cover if  
all hell broke loose.



 Her attention turned outward again as the room’s occupants began to 
stir.  The young guy at the front -- Leevy?  Leavenson?  Something like that-
- was gathering up his papers and moving away from the projector display.  
Break time, apparently.
 The Doctor nudged her.
 ‘Come along, Miss Brown.  Let’s step outside for a moment, shall we?’
 ‘About time,’ she muttered.
 They worked their way around the edge of  the room towards the large 
double doors, narrowly avoiding a collision with the young speaker.  The 
Doctor reached out to steady him, murmuring apologies, then paused.
 ‘Hang on.  Don’t I know you?’
 The pale, harried-looking man gave him a quick once-over.
 ‘I don’t think so,’ he replied, obviously intent on ending the encounter.
 ‘No, wait.  I’m sure I do-- I never forget a face.  Nick, isn’t it?  Used 
to work as a clerk at Coutt’s in... what, the mid- 80’s?  You took a deposit 
for me, once.  My, my.  Manager at the Singapore investment branch, now.  
Moving up in the world, aren’t you?’
 Nick’s eyes darted to the side nervously.
 ‘Er, yeah.  Thanks.  Small world, innit?  Now, excuse me, I’ve just got 
to...’  He gestured vaguely toward the door.
 ‘Oh.  Yes, of  course.’  The Doctor stepped to the side.  ‘Sorry to keep you...’
 But Nick had already gone.
 ‘Strange chap,’ he said, watching the man disappear through the door.  
‘Come on, Peri.’
 He led her out of  the building, into the warm summer morning.  They’d 
walked a couple of  blocks when Peri finally asked the obvious question.
 ‘Doctor, where are we going?’
 ‘Back to the TARDIS, of  course,’ he replied.
 ‘But...’  She glanced back the way they’d come.  ‘The meeting wasn’t 



over, was it?’
 ‘I’d heard all I needed to hear.  It wasn’t a suitable investment.’
 ‘It wasn’t?’  Peri thought over the part of  the presentation that she’d 
listened to before she got bored.  ‘It sounded pretty reasonable to me.’
 ‘Precisely.’
  Okay...  ‘And that’s bad, because--?’
 ‘Well, I’m hardly going to be able to lose significant money by purchasing 
reasonable investments, now am I?’
 Peri blinked, and stopped walking.
  ‘All right, back up a minute,’ she said.  ‘Apparently, there’s some 
vitally important piece of  information I’m missing, that would cause this 
conversation to actually make sense.’
 The Doctor turned, impatient.
 ‘Do try to keep up, Peri.  One of  the perils of  time travel-- not to 
mention a long life span-- is that one tends to accumulate large amounts 
of  wealth.  Embarrassingly large amounts, in fact.  It occasionally becomes 
necessary to prune  back one’s net worth, by maintaining a hideously 
unsuccessful investment portfolio full of  doomed business ideas and 
unreliable securities.’
 She searched his face for some sign that this was a joke.
 ‘You’re kidding, right?  You’re actually attending investor meetings, 
trying to find ways to lose money?  Jeez, Doctor, all you had to do was put 
my name on your bank account and give me a cheque book.’
 The Doctor glanced briefly heavenward, as if  for strength.
 ‘Peri, how shall I put this?  I’m afraid there aren’t enough leotards and 
impractical shoes in this sector of  the galaxy to make noticeable inroads on 
a problem of  this size.’
 ‘Care to put that to the test?’ she muttered at his retreating back as 
he once more turned and headed back to the TARDIS.  When he didn’t 



answer, she hurried forward to catch up.
 ‘Fine, fine,’ she said, once more keeping pace with him.  ‘So why don’t 
you just give it away to charity?’
 ‘A noble sentiment.  However, like consumerism, charitable giving 
doesn’t make money disappear.  It merely moves it from place to place, 
causing ripples and repercussions through the time lines.  No, the only way 
to make wealth disappear as if  it had never existed, is to invest it in bad 
ideas that fold under their own weight, and sink beneath the sands of  time 
without a trace.’
 The two of  them rounded a corner and entered the alley where the 
TARDIS was parked.  Something else occurred to Peri as the Doctor 
unlocked the door and ushered her in.
 ‘Wouldn’t it make things easier to use the TARDIS data banks to find 
failed companies, and invest in those?’
 ‘“Use the TARDIS data banks?”’  He whirled on her, voice rising in 
indignation.
  Oh, great, she thought with a sigh.  Here we go...
 ‘What sort of  Time Lord do you take me for?  “Use the TARDIS data 
banks,” indeed!  As if  I, of  all people, would use my knowledge of  the 
future for personal gain!’
 ‘Don’t you mean “for personal loss?”’ she asked, unable to resist.
 ‘Whatever!’ he snapped.  ‘It flies in the face of  the Laws of  Time.  You’ve 
no idea of  the--’
 ‘--damage it could do!’ she chimed in, matching his tone perfectly.  ‘All 
right... whatever.  Sorry I even mentioned it.  So, what’s next?’
 Mercurial as ever, he crossed to the console and began entering co-ordinates.
 ‘I have two or three other ideas to investigate.  Pity... when I heard about 
that scheme to expand futures trading on the Japanese stock index, it sounded 
suitably risky.  Still, Barings Bank is far too venerable and conservative an 



institution to let young Nick Leeson lose any significant money at it.  No 
doubt they’ll be keeping a close eye on him, and reining him in if  things get 
out of  hand.’

Liverpool, 1720
‘Do stop fidgeting, Peri.’
 Peri ignored him, and continued her attempts to ease the itch which had 
taken up residence in the vicinity of  her left boob.
 ‘Look!’ she groused.  ‘You don’t have to walk around with Ace bandages 
wrapped around your chest so you can pass for a boy.  Of  all the ignorant, 
sexist, historical backwaters...’
 ‘You’re the one who insisted on coming, and you can’t very well attend 
a business meeting in England of  the 1720’s dressed as a woman.’  The 
Doctor cast her a look that was equal parts impatience and smugness.  ‘Now, 
we’re here.  So stop complaining and try not to act female.  Come on.’
 The company office was a study in luxury.  Gleaming, dark wood and 
white marble surrounded them.  Rich Persian rugs muffled their footsteps 
as they approached  the front desk.  The finely-dressed clerk looked up 
from his quill and parchment to give them his full attention.
 ‘How may I help you, sir?’ he asked.
 The Doctor stepped forward and straightened to his full height.
 ‘Dr R.J. Smith, to see the manager.  I have an appointment at ten o’clock, 
I believe.’
 ‘Of  course, sir.  Mr Johnson is expecting you.  Please follow me.’  The 
young man rose and led them to a back room, just as opulent as the front 
office, if  not more so.  ‘Mr Johnson?  Your ten o’clock appointment, sir.’
 A saggy, middle-aged man with bloodhound eyes moved forward to 
meet them.
 ‘Dr Smith,’ he said, extending his hand.  ‘A pleasure to finally meet you.  



Please, come and have a seat.  You and your... apprentice?’
 The Doctor returned the handshake.
 ‘Yes.  My apprentice.  Percival Brown.’
 ‘Hi.’  Peri smiled and extended her hand, only to awkwardly withdraw it 
when the manager merely looked down his nose at her, unmoving.
 ‘Er, yes,’ the Doctor hurriedly interjected.  ‘Young Master Brown has 
expressed an interest in learning more about the affairs of  business, so I 
thought it would be beneficial for him to attend this meeting.  Perhaps we 
should begin?’
 ‘Quite so, sir.’  Mr Johnson waited for the Doctor to sit before seating 
himself.  Unsure what to do, Peri awkwardly remained standing.  
 ‘I understand from our correspondence that you have a large sum 
of  money which you wish to invest,’ said the manager.  ‘The South Sea 
Company has some exciting opportunities for profit in the future--  I’m sure 
a man of  your intellect and wisdom can see that the prospects for growth 
are almost unlimited...’ 
 ‘Indeed,’ the Doctor interjected.  ‘However, I do have some questions.  
I see that your share price has risen from £100 to almost £1000 in a very 
short period of  time.’
 Mr Johnson’s flabby features became animated with enthusiasm.  ‘Oh, 
yes, sir!  Money in the bank for our investors!  You can see why it is advisable 
to invest as soon as possible, to maximise your profits.  The South Sea 
Company is an extremely successful venture, with no end in sight.’
 The Doctor steepled his fingers in front of  him.  ‘And yet, some might 
say that such a precipitous rise in stock price heralds an equally precipitous fall.’
 ‘Only those without the means to invest, themselves-- such slander 
stems from jealousy, nothing more!  The company has an exclusive trade 
contract with the Spanish colonies, which guarantees a bright future for all 
our shareholders.’



  ‘Forgive me, Mr Johnson, but I understood that your business was mainly 
the repurchase of  government debt instruments, not imports and exports,’ 
said the Doctor.  ‘Tell me, what exactly does the South Sea Company trade?  
Spices?  Textiles?’
 ‘Slaves,’ replied Johnson.
  ‘What?’ Peri squeaked, completely forgetting to lower her voice from its 
usual pitch.
 Mr Johnson frowned at her.  ‘Negro slaves.  From Africa.  Very profitable 
business it is, too.’
 Beside her, the Doctor might as well have been carved from a block of  
ice.  His usually rich voice was glacial when he spoke.
 ‘Thank you for your time, Mr Johnson.  I believe our business here is 
concluded.’
 Johnson scrambled to regain his rich investor.
 ‘I don’t know what you may have heard about the slave trade in the 
past, Dr Smith,’ he said swiftly, ‘but let me assure you that the South Sea 
Company has been very successful in meeting its quotas...’
 He followed the pair as they strode from the room.
 ‘... and the mortality rate is only fifteen percent, which is extremely 
competitive!’
 Peri looked back at him as they reached the main door.
 ‘You’re not helping your case, here, buster.  How do you sleep at night?’
 They left the chubby little manager standing in his front office, jowls 
flapping indignantly as he watched his fat commission cheque disappear 
into the distance. 
 The Doctor walked in stony silence, hands thrust deep into the pockets 
of  his period coat.
  ‘It’s horrible,’ Peri said quietly, thinking of  all the lives ripped from their 
homes and families, dying on some stinking boat in the middle of  the ocean.



 ‘Profiting from human misery,’ the Doctor agreed, his voice deep with 
disgust.  ‘And on such a scale.  Sometimes it’s hard to see why I care about 
this planet at all.’
 Peri remained silent, unable to disagree with him just at the moment.
 Eventually he looked down at her with sad, ancient eyes.
 ‘Come on, Peri.  Let’s go somewhere a little more... civilised.’

Houston, 2001
Peri smothered her amusement as the Doctor attempted to dodge another 
round of  back-slapping and down-home Texas bonhomie.  After exchanging 
Ace bandages for underwires, she was once again relegated to the position 
of  ersatz secretary.  It was almost worth it, though, for the sight of  the oh-
so-British Doctor, resplendent in western-cut suit and bolo tie, up to his 
neck in loud, drawling Texans and giving off  unmistakable ‘I-don’t-want-
to-be-here’ vibes.
  From what she understood, they were here because several of  the 
executives of  this company were dumping large amounts of  stock, even 
as the stock price seemed to be tanking.  Apparently, these guys were in 
the business of  futures trading, kind of  like the guy at Barings Bank.  But 
instead of  stocks, they were trading things like electricity, and natural gas, 
and ‘broadband,’ whatever the heck that was.
 The CEO had come to speak to this investors’ meeting in person, armed 
with spreadsheets, accounting statements, and charisma that could sell an 
air-conditioning unit to an Eskimo.  After reassuring the bevy of  nervous 
investors with a breakdown of  the company’s ample profits, and reminding 
them that all fast-rising stocks were prone to occasional price corrections, 
he suggested that the dip in value was a great buying opportunity.
 ‘Fascinating,’ the Doctor had murmured as the unease of  the crowd 
gradually turned to renewed excitement about Enron and its bright future.



  Ken Lay knew how to throw a party, too-- after the presentation, the 
meeting dissolved into a drinks-and-buffet style soirée.  Peri was currently 
enjoying a glass of  very nice champagne, while rubbing shoulders with a 
collection of  Houston’s movers and shakers... and watching the Doctor 
trying to avoid rubbing shoulders with them.
 She smiled brightly as he finally managed to extricate himself and reach her side.
 ‘So, whaddya think?’ she asked.
 With a look that suggested she didn’t really want to know what he thought 
about this place, he snapped, ‘Did I say something about “someplace more 
civilised?”  I should be so lucky.’
 Peri rolled her eyes at him.
 ‘I meant about the company.  What’s the verdict?’
 ‘Unclear,’ he said, looking decidedly unhappy.  ‘On the one hand, the 
people in charge are selling stock as if  their lives depend on it, and generally 
giving every impression of  rats abandoning a sinking ship.  On the other 
hand, the financial statements paint a picture of  a profitable, growing 
business.  The top executives are experienced and respected in their field, 
and I gather from some of  the conversations I’ve overheard that several of  
them are very close to the current American presidential administration.’
 ‘That doesn’t make much sense, does it?  There must be some reason 
why they want to dump all their stock.  What are you going to do?’
 The Doctor shrugged, reaching out to snag a glass of  bubbly from a 
passing waiter, before gesturing toward the canapés.
 ‘I, my dear Peri, am going to eat some of  Kenneth Lay’s lovely food, 
and drink some of  his lovely champagne.  And then I’m going to go look at 
some other opportunities in hopes that at least some of  them will be more 
clear-cut and less contradictory than this one.  Coming?’
 ‘Right behind you,’ Peri said, and followed him toward the buffet.



Seattle, 1987
Jonathan sat in the park, enjoying a rare day of  Pacific coast sunshine.  If  
anyone asked, the engineering textbook in his lap was a ready-made excuse 
for an afternoon spent lazing beneath a tree.  In reality, though, it was 
unlikely that anyone would ask... or notice that his attention was more on 
people-watching than on fluid dynamics.
 A man and a girl caught his eye as they claimed a bench near him and 
spread out a collection of  Chinese takeaway boxes between them.  They were 
an odd couple, too, even in a city of  odd couples like Seattle.  The clothing 
said co-workers-- or, rather, boss and secretary.  The manner said something 
else entirely, though he wasn’t sure what.  The guy was old enough to be her 
father.  Just about, anyway.  Not that that was necessarily a deterrent to a 
little hanky panky at the office, but he wasn’t getting that kind of  vibe from 
them, really.
 ‘I trust you’re quite sure about this, Peri,’ said the man in an accent that 
could have read news headlines for the BBC.
 ‘Relax, Doctor,’ the girl replied, American through and through.  ‘This 
is practically my own time, and I can recognise a really stupid idea when I 
hear one.’
  Her own time?  Jonathan subtly cocked an ear toward the conversation.
  ‘Hmm, well... I never claimed to be an expert on what human beings 
will and won’t spend money to purchase.’  The man paused, looking 
uncomfortable.  ‘But it was a substantial amount of  capital to invest.’
  The girl gestured with her half-eaten spring roll, splattering little drops 
of  sweet and sour sauce on the bench between them.  ‘Trust me-- this place 
is doomed.  No one in their right mind is going to shell out four bucks when 
they can go down to the corner shop and get it for twenty-five cents.  It’s 
practically highway robbery!’
  The man seemed unconvinced.  ‘You must admit, though-- the samples 



they gave us were very good.’
  ‘Yeah, okay.  It was good... but four dollars?  They oughta serve it in gold-
plated to-go containers for that price!’
 ‘I suppose it does seem a bit excessive.’  The man wiped his hands on a 
paper napkin and pulled a sheaf  of  papers from inside his jacket, staring at 
them for a long moment.  ‘It’s done now, at any rate.  We shall have to trust 
your judgement on the matter.’
 The girl swallowed the last bite of  her spring roll.  ‘Stop worrying, 
already.  If  this place stays in business for more than a year, I will personally 
clean the TARDIS engines with a toothbrush.  Now, c’mon-- I want to see 
the Space Needle before we leave.’
 The pair proceeded to stuff  their trash into the takeaway bag.  As they 
walked away,  the man’s voice gradually trailed into the distance.
  ‘Oh, Peri!  Must you be so parochial?  You haven’t seen avant garde 
architecture until you’ve visited the Space Thimble on Jetriax Minor.  All the 
staircases are on the ceilings, and they maintain an inverted artificial gravity 
field in the stairwells...’
 Jonathan shook his head, suddenly feeling the need to clear it.  A flutter 
of  movement caught his eye, and he glanced back at the recently abandoned 
bench, where the man’s sheaf  of  papers lay forgotten.  With a quick check 
to make sure the two had gone, he closed his textbook and sauntered over 
to casually pick them up, hoping for further insight into the eccentric pair.  
Returning to his spot under the tree, he straightened the mess of  paper, 
flipping the cover page back into position, and read.

Business Proposal and Request for Venture Capital
Starbucks Coffee Company

Howard Schultz, CEO
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‘After the age of  fifty, Velasquez never again painted definite objects.’ 
The scholar’s delivery was nasal and shrill, but his voice carried to the back 
of  the lecture theatre, where the universe’s most perpetual perpetual student sat.
 There was a slow series of  clicks and whirs as a stream of  slides rumbled 
through the ancient projector – alternating between long-shots of  portraits 
full of  apparently detailed fabrics and facial hair; and close-ups where all the 
detail resolved into almost childish daubs and swirls of  paint.
The Doctor stifled a yawn.
 ‘If  you’re bored too, what are we doing here?’ Ace was at her most 
petulant, carving her name deep into the bench in front of  her with her red 
penknife. ‘Four days of  fine art and cinema lectures in the one place duller 
than Perivale?’ she paused, and eyed her friend suspiciously. ‘You’re not on 
a Time Lord hourly rate, are you?’
 ‘Education is never wasted,’ the Doctor replied primly, although Ace 
noticed his notepad was full of  letters he’d been writing to himself. ‘Mel 
assured me that Warwick University is the most prestigious seat of  learning 
in this era. And where better to study cinema than at a university named 
after an Ewok?’
 Ace opened her mouth, but the Doctor was wearing that quiet little 
smile of  his. ‘OK, Professor,’ she said, raising her hands in defeat. ‘But I 
can’t listen to any more of  this rubbish on an empty stomach.’

∞
Tile Hill Campus refectory was light and airy, thanks to the massive windows 
that dominated its back wall. But it was used mostly by teacher training 
students and the atmosphere was one of  muted despair. A gaggle of  seven 
or eight was sitting at a table nearby, hunched over a pile of  worksheets 
and folders in stress-induced misery. As the Doctor handed Ace her bacon 
sandwich, he fancied he could almost hear the twangs of  their spirits 



breaking, one by one.
 She had demanded answers, of  course, and he was doing his best to 
give them – he was in a good mood. But how did you even begin to explain 
quantum mnemonics to someone with a brown sauce moustache?
 He took a sip from his glass of  water and steepled his hands under his 
chin. ‘On New Year’s Eve 1999, Central London was turned inside out, 
transformed into a “Great Kingdom” by a magic spell.’
Ace’s eyes widened. ‘Uh maguh spuh?’
 The Doctor flicked a piece of  bacon rind from his cheek with his 
paisley scarf. ‘Well, quite. A series of  accidents caused a conflict between 
the physical laws of  three universes. I resolved matters as neatly as possible, 
with a measure of  help from a God from the future. But Saraquazel only 
had a limited awareness of  this universe’s higher dimensions, and it seems 
the effects of  the disruption spread further than we’d thought. As far as 
Coventry, 2003, in fact.’
 Mercifully, Ace swallowed before starting on her inevitable questions.
 ‘How can you tell?’
 ‘First, the readings I picked up in the TARDIS. Second is the fact that 
the Great Kingdom was sculpted partly by the dying brain of  a mutated 
former computer programmer and art enthusiast named Derek Peartree.’
Ace snapped her fingers in excitement. ‘That’s the name of  that lecturer! 
Professor, what are we waiting for? Let’s get him!’
 The Doctor rolled his eyes. ‘Ace, what do you think we’ve been doing 
here? You said it yourself, we’ve had four days of  nothing but cinema and 
art history lectures. No possessed students, no furtive rites in cellars, no 
beacons to guide invasion fleets in to land on the M42. Just a very dull man 
who happens to have returned from the dead.’
 Ace frowned again. The Doctor fought the urge to mop her face with 
his hankie. ‘So we can go? There’s no problem?’



 ‘Well, we could,’ the Doctor replied. ‘But I expect you’ll want to find out 
why you’re eating a raw trout.’
 There was an audible thud as Ace dropped her ‘bacon’ roll decisively. 
She looked down and clamped her hand to her mouth as, sure enough, a 
sightless fish eye stared up at her blindly, its head poking jauntily from the 
floured bap.
 As she tried not to throw up on the spot, Ace became aware of  a change 
in atmosphere. She looked up to see the light had faded from the giant 
windows. Instead, crude torches along the walls were compensating by 
casting guttering orange light across rough wooden benches and a reed-
lined floor.
 At least the trainee teachers’ spirits had lifted, she noted as two of  the 
hunch-shouldered golden shapes leapt from their benches and into wobbly 
flight towards the exit, necks stretched impossibly long and tails swishing 
out through the room.
 She saw the Doctor watching her impassively, gauging her reactions. She 
fought down her revulsion and faced him calmly. ‘You could see this all along.’
 ‘When I concentrated, yes.’ The Doctor was unapologetic, and in spite 
of  herself  Ace was smiling. The world was wrong again and she felt the 
adrenaline kick in as she relished the battle to come.
 ‘This is just a ripple,’ the Doctor continued. ‘This reality lies like the 
thinnest veneer over your world. It’s a symptom of  a far deeper problem.’
 Ace shouldered her rucksack, and stared down one of  the former 
trainee teachers, who had been regarding her speculatively. ‘Where to then, 
Professor?’
 The Doctor tossed a coin into the air and slapped it on to the back 
of  his hand. He didn’t bother looking at it. ‘London. Canary Wharf, or 
thereabouts.’

∞



Naively, they’d planned to catch the bus to Coventry station, but both the 
car park and the road had become a tar pit, a single blue Nissan Micra still 
sinking gently into the depths.
 Ace remembered the trouble she’d had getting to the student union the 
night they’d arrived. ‘It was a rubbish bus, anyway.’
 The Doctor sighed, opening his umbrella to fend off  a diving attack 
from an armour-plated dragonfly. ‘It’s a forty-five minute stroll, and basic 
topology seems unaffected. We can walk via Earlsden and call in at the City 
Arms. Check the radius of  the effects.’
 Ace looked into the gloom beyond the torches. A hilly wilderness of  
thick scrub lay ahead, punctuated by piles of  rubble where sinister blue 
shapes crawled. She had a thought. ‘The pub won’t have changed?’
 The Doctor tutted. ‘Ace, we’re in Warwickshire. If  quantum mnemonics 
can distort Wetherspoons, then the world’s probably past saving.’

∞
Half  an hour later, the Doctor and Ace sprinted round the corner of  a 
turquoise pyramid – and were nearly flattened by an elderly man in an 
electric buggy.
 Stars exploding in front of  her eyes, Ace doubled over panting for breath, 
while the Doctor took in the utterly unremarkable sights of  Earlsden High 
Street in broad daylight, muttering to himself  and waving his hat cheerily at 
anyone who caught his eye.
 ‘What – were – they?’ Ace gasped.
 ‘The ones with wings are auriks,’ the Doctor explained. ‘And the blue 
pointy fellows are cybrids. They’re unpredictable, I must say. Four years 
ago, they were controlled by the Technomancer, at least to an extent. These 
effects seem to be inherently unstable.’
 ‘And what are the small lizard things with the three inch teeth and six legs?’
 The Doctor frowned and scratched his head. ‘I’ve no idea. Where did 



you see those?’
 ‘There’s one crawling up your trousers.’

∞
Ace was still laughing when they reached the pub and claimed a booth near 
the window. She continued to snigger as the Doctor went to the packed bar, 
and she was still smirking when he returned with a couple of  glasses. She 
raised an eyebrow at the two pints of  real ale that the Time Lord plonked down.
 ‘Were they out of  bloody water, then?’ she asked archly.
 Her friend just smiled. ‘No, no, but when in Rome, do what the humans 
do.’ He threw back half  his pint in a single gulp and sighed contentedly. ‘A 
fine pint of  Fox’s Nob. Drink up, Ace, it’ll put hairs on your vest.’
 Ace took a decorous sip and raised her best Roger Moore eyebrow a 
second time. ‘You are being well weird this afternoon, Professor.’
 The Doctor’s face flushed red and he slammed his pint on to the table. 
‘Professor?’ he roared. ‘Professor! I am the Doctor, young lady. The definitive 
article. And I can certainly metabolise a few more glasses of  fermented 
hops than any ape-descended humanoid.’
 Ace could never bear to be shouted at, but something was wrong. While 
the Doctor’s face had darkened to crimson, he was sweating so profusely 
that his brown curly hair seemed to be lightening.
 ‘I think he’s saying,’ interjected a shaggy-haired old drunk with eyes full 
of  broken dreams and a face full of  broken veins. ‘That he can drink you 
under the table.’
 ‘No!’ yelled the Doctor. ‘I can drink all of  you under the table. One at a 
time or all at once. Excuse me.’
 With his last words, the Doctor put his hands behind his head and 
brought them down so that he butted the table savagely.
 Ace had had enough. She scrambled over to the Doctor’s side, ignoring 
the shocked murmurs from the other drinkers, ready to restrain him if  



necessary. But even as she caught his head on the rebound, it changed.
 Ace sat back down heavily to face a curly-haired blond stranger in the 
brightest coat she’d seen since Notting Hill. He stared at her haughtily, 
green eyes glinting with a cruel edge. Then he winked and took a deep swig 
of  beer. ‘Ah, yes, quantum mnemonics. Did I mention the effects will also 
ripple through time?’
 ‘Doctor?’
 ‘You were expecting someone else? Now, there’s no point taking the 
train, we need to be able to travel under our own steam.’ The stranger was 
eyeing the fruit machine keenly. He held out a hand, palm-first. ‘Change!’ he 
demanded imperiously.
 Dumbly, Ace handed him a couple of  quid. He beamed widely. ‘Not a 
moment too soon!’
 Five minutes later, the Doctor had lost all their money in the one-armed 
bandit. So he threw a piece of  chocolate fudge cake in the old drunk’s face 
while Ace pinched his wallet.

∞
Standing in the park next to Henry VIII boys’ school, the Doctor and Ace 
looked out over Coventry City Centre. There were several huge swathes 
of  grey desolation choking the landscape. The rest was clearly part of  the 
Great Kingdom.
 The Doctor was fidgeting and restless as they looked out over the chaos. 
Eventually, he turned to his friend. ‘Do you trust me, Ace? You know I have 
the ability to regenerate.’
 Ace shrugged, but couldn’t quite meet his eyes. ‘I’d... kind of  gathered, 
yeah. Glitz and the Brigadier and that.’
 ‘This is the body I had back in 1999. It’s a good sign, really, confirms 
we’re just dealing with the aftershocks of  what happened at ACL. Still, we 
have to get to London. This distortion, unchecked, will spread until it chokes 



this whole planet with magic and feudalism. Humanity will be reduced to a 
huge live-action role-playing arena!’
 ‘It’s time we quit this rotten town, anyway.’
 The Doctor looked down at Ace, and smiled gently. ‘No wonder he 
loves you so.’
 Together they got into the hired Audi and drove away.
 As they left Coventry, they passed the statue of  Lady Godiva, who 
saluted two kindred spirits.

∞
An hour later, they’d travelled about ten miles. The car had hit one of  the 
distorted patches and suddenly they’d been back in the apparently perpetual 
twilight of  the Great Kingdom. The road, such as it was, was uneven and 
treacherous, so progress was slow. A quantum storm raged silently overhead, 
bathing the travellers in beams of  red and blue light.
 Ace was driving. ‘So how does this work? The world changes, but the 
car stays the same. And so do we.’
 The Doctor snorted. ‘Speak for yourself,’ he said, adjusting the lapels of  
his jacket. ‘Still, it seems I got off  lightly.’ He furtively rubbed his cat badge 
as he spoke, glancing sideways to check Ace hadn’t noticed.
 ‘Don’t moan, Professor,’ was all she said.
 ‘Call me the Doctor,’ he replied sulkily.
 Ace rolled her eyes and turned on the radio before the Doctor could tell 
her not to bother. There was ten seconds of  Radio 4 between the static, just 
enough for Ace to learn that there’d been twelve casualties following a car 
bomb in Basra. She switched it off  savagely.
 The Doctor turned to her slowly. ‘We could still listen to The Archers,’ he 
said, searching her face for a clue.
 ‘It pisses me off,’ Ace snapped, scowling. ‘Twelve casualties, just like 
that. Who were they? Old? Young? Women? Men?’ She paused, glanced at 



the handbrake. ‘Kids? Were they married? If  they were, were they happy? 
What kind of  people were they? How would they have wanted to die?
 ‘We just hear “twelve casualties”, but they’re not. They’re twelve people, 
their lives just ended before their time in fire, in fear and in noise, and all 
anyone will ever know about them is that they’re dead. Not even their names.’
 The Doctor shuffled in his seat. ‘I know one name,’ he said quietly. ‘Mr 
Nussrat Mahmood. He bought me a coffee after I fell out of  the sky in 
1994. He had an extraordinary design for self-cleaning fabric. We chatted 
long into the night, and I smiled and laughed and played with his children, 
knowing already how he’d die.’
 Ace was dumbstruck for a long moment. When she spoke, the bitterness 
was gone, her voice was almost apologetic. ‘It seems sometimes no one cares.’
 ‘We care, Ace.’
 ‘I know.’
 The Doctor studied her face even more closely. ‘My goodness, are you crying?’
 Ace sniffed and shook her head proudly. ‘Nah.’
 ‘Fine,’ said the Doctor. ‘Neither am I... by the way.’
 The aurora of  the Great Kingdom’s fury bathed the friends’ faces in 
blue light and proclaimed them both liars as they drove into the long night.

∞
Ace snapped her eyes open in alarm. She was being shaken and jolted around 
on the back seat of  the Audi.
 Sitting up quickly, she discarded the blanket the Doctor must have 
draped over her, to see her friend hunched over the steering wheel, the 
carcass of  a Danish pastry gripped tightly in one hand.
 She scrambled through the narrow gap between driver’s and passenger’s 
seat, ignoring the Doctor’s vague grunts of  protest. There was a cardboard 
cup of  coffee that looked as though it had come from the University tar pit 
waiting for her on the dashboard, and she grabbed it gratefully. Then looked 



out of  the window in suspicion. They were still on an unmade road, and she 
could see what looked a lot like little people with wings tending the crops to 
either side of  the road.
 ‘Where did you get breakfast?’ she asked.
 The Doctor had the decency to look embarrassed. ‘We hit a stretch 
of  undistorted space time and came out by Warwick Services. I’d have let 
you stretch your legs, but the impudent wretch at the petrol station started 
asking me for money for the breakfast and fuel. I tried to tell him I was 
saving his precious objective reality but he just wouldn’t listen. I’m afraid I 
had to thump him.’
 Ace closed her eyes slowly, relishing the blackness within. So they were 
stuck between demons in one world and the fuzz in the other? Great. ‘Look,’ 
she said bluntly. ‘When we fix this thing, you will change back, right?’
 ‘Yes,’ the Doctor said simply. His face was completely blank as he 
continued. ‘Everything will be... as it was.’
 Ace guessed what was tormenting him. ‘But you’re still the Doctor,’ she 
said. ‘You look different, you talk a bit funny, but you’re the same bloke.’
The Doctor tried not to sneer. ‘Identity is so important to humans. You talk 
about individuality, strength of  character, personality, bearing up, but it’s all 
illusion. Five years ago you were barely adolescent. You were a completely 
different person, Dorothy.’
 Ace’s eyes flashed. ‘Never call me – oh, yeah... right.’
 The Doctor nodded. ‘You’re not the same person you were five years 
ago. No one is. And it’s never a comfortable fact.
 ‘I’m a Lord of  Time, a reject from a stagnant race. Change appals us, 
and yet it’s wired into our biology in such a drastic fashion. It’s only natural 
to cling to each to of  my bodies and to mourn their passing.’
 Ace bit her lip. ‘I guess.’
 A faintly awkward silence descended, broken abruptly by a thump on the 



roof. Ace swore, ducking instinctively in her seat. An aurik’s claws scrabbled 
down over the windscreen and the Doctor swerved to the left, trying to 
shake the thing off.
 She swore again as she saw flashes of  blue glinting from the blood-red 
tree they were passing under.
 With a soft pattering noise, the waiting cybrids landed on the roof  and 
dug their claws in. One of  them landed with a crash on the rear windscreen, 
cracking it in a spider web of  fractured safety glass before rolling off. There 
was a pause, and then an inch long golden talon plunged through the corner 
of  the roof  and started to slice the light metal like a sardine tin.
 The Doctor was wrestling with the wheel, but the creatures were sticking 
firmly in their handholds, and Ace could hear pounding and tearing up above.
 Suddenly Ace felt a draught above her head, and looked up to see the 
first aurik had carved a small hole. She ducked as its powerful arm swiped 
into the car. As she dodged, she noticed the river running alongside the road 
on the left hand side. ‘We’re gonna have to ditch the car, Doctor. Try and 
swim for it!’
 She’d already unfastened her seatbelt and was reaching for the door 
handle when she felt the Doctor’s hand on her shoulder. ‘No, Ace. There’s 
another way.’
 ‘What do you mean?’ Ace yelled, ducking to avoid the claws that slashed 
even lower at her. ‘What are you waiting for?’
 The Doctor’s face was reddening. ‘The last possible moment. Every act 
has consequences, you know that.’
 The questing talons swept lower still, snagging Ace’s hair. The Doctor 
changed gear, then swiped at the aurik with the same arm. He was accelerating, 
and Ace was glad she’d slumped so low she couldn’t see the road ahead.
 ‘Professor!’ she yelled, seeing a cybrid had lifted away the wreckage of  
the rear windscreen and was lowering its foul head to enter the car.



 ‘Call me Doctor,’ he replied, his jaw set. ‘It might be your last chance.’
 He closed his eyes, and ice-bright light flooded the car for a moment. 
Ace felt a soft bump under the front wheel beneath her knee.
 He opened his eyes, looked down at his hideous jacket, and smiled softly.
 Ace thought it was the happiest she’d ever seen him, in any body. 
Hesitantly, she hoisted herself  back into her seat.
 They were driving through tranquil sunlit fields. Birdsong filtered sweetly 
through the gaping holes in the windows and roof, and the charred corpse 
of  a cybrid smoked gently on the bonnet.
 ‘I’m free,’ the Doctor told her with a wink. ‘I didn’t change.’
 ‘You mean... my Doctor isn’t coming back?’
 ‘Oh, that scamp’s the least of  my worries,’ the Doctor boomed genially. 
‘I’m sure he’ll be along sooner or later, he’s part of  history. The past. Hah! 
But the future, Ace, the future!’
 ‘What about it?’
 ‘My future hasn’t been written yet. No one’s has!’
 Ace squinted in the sunlight. ‘Yeah, that’s great. Um? What was all that 
about consequences then?’
 The Doctor leaned back in the driver’s seat and whistled the riff  to 
Shiny Happy People. ‘Oh, that was two minutes ago,’ he said airily. ‘Now I 
remember that the future’s never set in stone and free will’s not an illusion 
after all. I mean, now we’re driving in a straight line, but I could send us off  
to the right... to the left...’
 He punctuated his final words with nudges of  the steering wheel, and 
Ace clutched his sleeve. ‘Come off  it. You can move from side to side, but 
you’ve still got to follow the road ahead.’
 ‘Oh, you think so? Then watch... this!’ He wrenched the wheel to the 
left in a grandiose gesture.
 The car swerved gracefully across the road, smashed daintily through 



a flimsy fence and plunged headlong into the river, launching a huge wave 
from the bumper that spread across the placid waters, seriously unbalancing 
several mean-looking ducklings.
 Ace hauled herself  out through the wrecked roof, swearing her head 
off. Her mood wasn’t helped by the Doctor’s merry laughter. He opened 
the driver’s door and stood in the knee-deep water, smirking at his friend 
perched on the car’s roof. ‘Oh, Ace, don’t sulk! Those auriks will have 
recorded this car, and a walk’ll do us good.’
 Soon, they were strolling across the fields hand in hand, sneezing 
occasionally from the rape seed pollen and roils of  greasy cybrid smoke 
that drifted across the plain.

∞
After walking for a couple of  hours, they reached a cybrid settlement. Ace’s 
hand had stiffened in the Doctor’s grasp, but he’d just smiled. ‘It’s all right, 
Ace. They may be force-mutated demons, but they’re still just people. We’ll 
be fine if  we watch our manners.’
 They’d headed for the largest of  the turquoise pyramids that comprised 
the settlement. Dozens of  the azure forms scuttled around the gloomy 
interior, carrying plates awkwardly between their talons. The Doctor had 
left Ace on a rough wooden stool while he disappeared to... the bar?
 A lone cybrid scuttled up and perched on the table’s other stool. Ace 
thought about telling it the place was taken, but she’d seen that line start a 
dozen pub brawls in her own world, who knew what would happen here?
 ‘Elevated human, I see,’ the cybrid drooled appreciatively. ‘A bit of  a 
rarity since the Wall of  Tears fell. You’re not with that bloke are you? The 
thaumaturgs want him.’
 He seemed casual enough, but Ace reached slowly down to the reassuring 
bulk of  rucksack. ‘They’ll have to go through me first, mate,’ she told him firmly.
 The creature laughed, folding its long arms behind its carapace so its 



gold and silver tattoos warped and twisted over its wiry musculature. ‘Yeah, 
you look a bit handy. But relax, this is renegade territory. No geeky Thaumy 
calls the shots here.’
 ‘Ah, the thaumaturgs. I was wondering where they’d got to.’ The Doctor 
was standing behind her, carrying three pint mugs with the assurance of  a 
true barfly. He put one down in front of  the cybrid with a hopeful smile. ‘I’d 
love to know what they’ve been up to.’
 The cybrid squinted up at the Time Lord. ‘If  you can get a dash of  lime 
in that bad boy,’ he said, indicating the pint, ‘then I’d love to tell you.’
 Ace hadn’t eaten all day, so by the time the Doctor returned from the bar 
again, she was half  drunk and halfway through her pottery pigs anecdote.
 Perhaps anxious to change the subject, the cybrid took a quick gulp from 
his pint before turning to the Doctor and telling him everything. ‘It started 
three years ago, really. With the Archimage, Technomancer and Heirophant 
all gone, there was a fair bit of  panic. Most of  us went a bit mental to be 
honest, as you’ve probably noticed. Then the thaumies sort of  ganged up, 
said they were wise and our natural leaders and seized control from their 
base in the Grand Archive.’
 Ace couldn’t help boggling. ‘And you let them?’
 The cybrid gargled a mouthful of  beer, considering its reply. ‘No skin 
off  my nose,’ it eventually said with a shrug. ‘We are renegades. I think we 
even sent ‘em a special hat.’
 The Doctor was engrossed. ‘Of  course. The Great Kingdom had its own 
history as well as inhabitants. The three peoples I originally encountered were 
bound to have developed, especially with so much mental energy sloshing 
about.’ Then he frowned. ‘But why are the only thaumaturgs in London?’
The cybrid finished its drink and leaned back even further on its stool. ‘No 
idea, mate. There’s been no thaumy born to the Great Kingdom anywhere 
since the Wall of  Tears fell.’



 ‘As I recall,’ the Doctor said, his eyes twinkling. ‘The Wall’s collapse was 
supposed to herald a flood of  barbarians.’
 ‘Yeah, that’s us. Us and the big aurik camp at the White Cliffs. “Lo, 
and we marched unto the very foot of  the Ziggurat, whereupon one brave 
cybrid spake ‘Brothers! Let us turn about and fix our gaze on home. For 
this corner of  our world – yea though here the Gods do walk abroad – it is 
basically not all that, really.’” Now hush up, the stripper’s coming on.’
 Sure enough, a petite cybrid had taken to the stage. The Doctor and Ace 
watched with horror as she launched into her routine, and they would argue 
for years to come over whose jaw dropped further. The Doctor pushed a 
pile of  odd bronze coins over the table to Ace. ‘You get them in, Ace, I want 
to see if  she gets her chitin off.’

∞
Ace awoke on a park bench in Regent’s Park, and instantly regretted it. The 
quantum whatevers had affected her after all if  she’d thought she could 
drink demon beer safely all night. She just about remembered the Doctor 
carrying her out of  there, had an odd memory of  him bargaining with two 
auriks to fly them to the thaumaturgs’ Grand Archive. It was the kind of  
thing the Doctor would at least hesitate to do when sober, and she’d decided 
she was never letting him drink again. Thankfully, she’d blacked out about 
a minute into the flight.
 At least the sun was going down, even the dusk made her eyes prickle 
with soreness. Even the distant traffic noise was irritating her. Through her 
private world of  misery, she slowly realised the Doctor was speaking to her. 
Sitting on the end of  the bench with his head in his hands.
 ‘It’s me, Ace. I’m the problem. That’s why you didn’t change. I protected 
you without even realising. I’ve become the nexus point between two 
conflicting universes. The only way to end this is at the cost of  my life.’
 She was still barely conscious, but his meaning chilled her bones. 



‘Professor?’
 The Doctor stood up, clutching something bulky in one hand. ‘Call me 
Doctor,’ he said, almost inaudibly. ‘And it’s too late.’
 Shouldering Ace’s rucksack, he left without looking back.

∞
On a hotel rooftop that had become a golden mosaic, the Doctor’s breath 
billowed out into the chill night air. As he opened Ace’s rucksack, he caught 
a glimpse of  his reflection in a freezing puddle, his face smeared in Necros-
blue paint. ‘You don’t have to do this,’ the reflection said. ‘There’s another way.’
 Shaking his head, the Doctor began to tie a dozen cans of  Nitro-9 
around his head. ‘Death comes to us all,’ he boomed cheerily. ‘I always try 
to make it for something important: saving a world, a universe, a friend. But 
in the end I’m still broken, cowering, slumped lying on hard ground as death 
takes me.
 ‘Not this time!’ the Doctor roared, his voice only slightly muffled by 
the canisters. ‘I’ll save this world, save Ace, and I’ll face death standing!’ He 
activated the simple timer on one of  the cans and heard a final click.
 ‘Yes but all you actually have to do is’ - his reflection began.
 ‘What?’ the Doctor yelled, realisation hitting him. ‘Of  course, how could 
I be so stupid?’ he scrabbled frantically at the explosives.
 There was an ear-splitting explosion and the whole building shook.

∞
Ace’s head whipped round as she heard the blast. She’d been searching the 
streets for him with no luck. Her face paled. ‘Professor,’ she whispered. 
‘Doctor. What have you done?’

∞
Sabalom Glitz was enjoying the last of  an evening’s drinking in Warwick 
student union, where he was lecturing in Sports Science between jobs, when 
he looked into the bottom of  his pint glass and had a strange thought.



 ‘You know, Dibber,’ he said, turning to his partner in crime. ‘In my own 
curious fashion, I think I’ve always loved you.’
 ‘Thank you very much, Mr Glitz,’ mumbled Dibber indistinctly as he 
continued to grapple with a short-skirted little primary school teacher. ‘Does 
that mean we can hire someone else to clean out the waste recyclers?’
 ‘I fear you’ve made yourself  a mite indispensable in that area, old son. Just 
bask in your elevated status as a true and trusted friend.’ Dibber looked less 
than impressed, but then the trainee teacher distracted him impressively.
 The barman was even less impressed. ‘I told you two to drink up and 
clear off!’
 Glitz looked hurt. ‘But we have heard the chimes at midnight, me old mucker!’
 ‘Yes, half  an hour ago. So up anchor and piss off, Captain bloody Jack 
Sparrow!’
 Glitz sighed, almost daintily knocking off  the bottom of  a bottle of  
Bud against the bar. ‘I think what we need, Dibber,’ he said as he waved 
jagged glass at the barman’s throat, ‘is a ship’s cat.’

∞
Ace burst out on to the wrecked roof, stumbling over rubble. She saw a 
bundle of  tattered cloth twitching in the breeze, and dashed over to it.

∞
Deep inside the Grand Archive, in a chamber lined by marble bookshelves, 
the thaumaturg leader cocked his head, careful not to dislodge the Hat of  
Indifference, the cybrid gift acknowledging thaumaturg supremacy over the 
peoples of  the Great Kingdom. ‘So much for the Dark One,’ it hissed. ‘He 
has passed into shadow and now is the time of  our becoming.’
 A crowd of  gaunt grey figures twittered and hissed excitedly, their pale 
eyes bulging with excitement.

∞
The coat was blood-stained, but empty. Ace smiled through her tears and 



stared out desperately into the night.
 A shape unfolded against the brightest stars.
 ‘Never mind the Sidney Carton heroics,’ said the Doctor, flicking his hat 
up his arm and on to his head, ‘This party’s over.’
 Ace had no words straight away. She embraced her friend roughly, 
breathing in the faint scent of  his brown jacket and weeping with joy. Then 
she could speak. ‘But what are we going to do?’
 The Doctor smiled, ever so slightly, and looked at his fingers. ‘Don’t 
worry, if  I can shoot rabbits, then I can shoot auriks.’

∞
The thaumaturgs turned as one as the doors flew open. In strode a little 
man with a face that spoke of  the darkest magick. ‘Libraries give us power,’ 
he snarled.
 Those nearest to the Time Lord hissed and snarled, but for some reason 
they weren’t quite able to leap on him and tear him to pieces for his heresy.
 ‘You remembered the Great Kingdom, even after Saraquazel restored 
you. You focused all your energies into restoring this place, into changing 
back. Why?’ The Doctor’s voice was low, brooking no denial. ‘You deliberately 
perverted the fabric of  space and time, knowing it would twist your physical 
forms. Again, why?’
 The leader stepped forward on the chamber’s central dais. ‘We are the 
students.’
 A second thaumaturg jumped up beside it. ‘We are the graduates stuck 
in dead-end jobs.’
 A third. ‘We are the unemployed dreamers.’
 The leader stepped up to face the Doctor’s blazing eyes. ‘We are the 
ones who dream of  your existence, Time Lord. We dream of  exploration, 
because our lives are all mapped out. Who would not trade that for a fantasy, 
where our books have power? Where the capitalists and bullies are nothing 



but shambling cannon fodder and we alone can rule?’
 The Doctor felt Ace’s chin on his shoulder, drew strength from her faith 
in him as she spoke quietly. ‘It was the one. It was the only dream.’
 The Doctor scowled. ‘You’re all pathetic.’
 There was a sudden silence, followed quickly by a ripple of  anger from 
the twenty or so thaumaturgs. ‘We followed you,’ they screeched. ‘We shared 
your calling. To fight for wisdom, to rise above the common self-centre herd.’
 Ace stepped forward, her face scarlet. ‘You wanted to be the Doctor?’ 
she yelled at them, ‘By twisting and changing and sulking? That’s not what 
we’re about. The Doctor and I travel, you just want to change the universe 
so you never even need to leave your own stinking bedsits!’
 The lead thaumaturg spat on the floor and leaped at Ace with murder in 
its eyes. It exploded in a silent ball of  white light, no time even to scream.
The others shrank back as they saw the Doctor’s smoking finger outstretched 
towards the creature’s remains. ‘The Dark One,’ they hissed. ‘The Dark One 
has returned.’
 ‘There is no Dark One,’ the Doctor scoffed, swinging his index finger in 
a wide arc and smiling quietly as the creatures ducked. ‘Although that death 
was unnecessary,’ he admitted, ‘as this ends tonight.’
 There was a shriek of  derision from the thaumaturgs, who bunched 
around the Time Lord hesitantly but inexorably. Ace found herself  back to 
back with her friend in a rapidly-shrinking patch of  floor, surrounded by a 
ring of  the enraged creatures.
 ‘What will you do, Dark One? How will you save this world when you 
can not even save your friend?’ Three auriks were soaring down from the 
ceiling of  the chamber, gleaming claws reaching for her greedily.
 They slowed their dive as Ace fixed them with a hard stare, an outstretched 
finger and a cold voice.
 ‘Bippity, boppity, boo, motherfucker.’



 There was a flash and the auriks dropped to the floor like bricks. Ace 
smirked, but caught the Doctor’s glare.
 ‘Oh, come on,’ she protested, ‘Like I was gonna waste a line like that! 
How about you pulling your finger out and saving the world a bit?’
 She was unsurprised at the Doctor’s reply. ‘It’s done,’ he said, a twinkle 
in his eye.
 There was a little white pop at the centre of  Ace’s mind.

∞
Ace looked around and saw a dimly-lit room full of  desktop PCs. 
Incongruously, newspapers were pinned to the walls, labelled like gallery 
exhibits.
 She and the Doctor were at the centre of  a ring of  prone humans. Ace 
counted three Appetite for Destruction t-shirts and silently vowed never to be 
That Guy again.
 The Doctor was standing with his hands tucked behind his back, looking 
terribly smug. ‘What happened on the roof,’ he explained. ‘I was the cause 
of  disruption all along, you see, bringing the TARDIS to a nexus point with 
a huge payload of  artron energy, just as those silly people were focusing 
their hardest. Once I shorted out that payload, everything snapped straight 
back. The Great Kingdom. Ripples through time, like I said. But rippling 
backward, not forward.’
 Ace was only half-listening. She was busy trying to set fire to things with 
her fingers, and getting pissed off  that it wasn’t working. But she caught 
his tone. ‘I don’t know why you’re so smug, you did have to blow your own 
head off!’
 There was a pause, and the Doctor removed his hat sombrely. ‘That was 
his idea. Excessive... Not to mention uncomfortable. Really, all we needed 
to do was dematerialise the TARDIS.’
 ‘Just leave?’



 He nodded. ‘Just, for once, leave. Speaking of  which...’ he gestured 
towards the exit.
 Ace looked at the pile of  former thaumaturgs. ‘Will they be all right?’
 ‘The odd nightmare, lingering misplaced sentiments of  intellectual 
superiority. Want to check?’ he asked blithely.
 ‘Nah, let’s move on somewhere. Kick some arse.’
 The Doctor laughed. ‘Oh, Ace. I’ve taken you to the Renaissance, I’ve 
shown you Athenian civilisation. Let’s see how you like the Age of  the Rump.’
 Laughing, they left the British Library.
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He looked up at the stars and knew he was lost. 
 He had trusted himself  to the ship, the relic, and started his journey 
... how long ago was it? He had lost himself  in time as well as space. The 
currents had washed by, around him, over him, swept away everything that 
made any sense, and he had found himself  here. It was a land that seemed 
blind to him, but where an act of  faith such as his could seem terrifying. The 
one certainty he had clung to, the very reason why he had come here, had 
proved to be wrong. He lay on the rocks and asked the shimmering stars, 
where is my saviour?
 Then the rain began.

∞ 
 “This is your brother?” asked the long-haired man. Marta nodded. He 
removed his strange, rain-sodden cloak, shook it and passed it to her, then 
knelt by the bedside.
 “And how long has he been like this – Marta, wasn’t it? Pretty name.” 
The man did not look up, but continued to examine the figure on the bed.
 “About a day, sir, and now the rain brings a chill.”
 “It’ll pass,” the man muttered. He laid his hand on her brother’s forehead.
 “He shouldn’t be like this, you know, not here, not now.”
 “What ails him, sir?” Marta asked hesitantly.
 “He’s been attacked. Injured.”
 “I can’t see any wound,” she said. “What attacked him?”
 “Something that shouldn’t have done. 
 “And can you help him?”
 “I’ll do my best, Marta. You were lucky I was passing; I’ve dealt with this 
kind of  thing before. ”
Marta nodded cautiously. “Word was that you were several days away,” she 
said. “My sister has even gone to find you.”



 For a moment, the man did not speak, absorbed in his examinations. 
Then, without looking up, he said: “Word? What word?” His voice was half  
a chuckle and half  a snort, she thought. 
 “You are the one they talk so much about?” she asked. 
 “That depends on what they’re saying.” The man reached into a pocket 
in his sleeveless jerkin and produced two small white objects, like tiny 
pebbles. “Would you mind fetching me some water?”
 She did not move. After a moment, the man seemed to realise that she 
was peering at the contents of  his hand. “Oh these! Herbal preparations. 
They should ease your brother’s pain.” 
 Marta nodded. She went to the other room and poured water from a 
pitcher into a cup. She returned to the bedroom and handed it to the man. 
He was about to help her brother drink when he stopped suddenly and 
turned to her again.
 “Marta, have you seen anything odd recently? Out of  the ordinary?”
 “We live in strange times, sir.”
 “What’s that supposed to mean?”
 “We live in an age of  signs and wonders, sir.” Was he testing her?
 “Any recent signs or wonders, though?”
 She looked at him quizzically. “Two days ago,” she said, “on a clear 
morning, a cloud appeared from nowhere and covered the sun.” 
 “That’s exactly the sort of  sign I’d expect. Thank you.” He lifted Marta’s 
brother into a sitting position, raising the cup to his lips to let him drink. 
Then, putting the cup to one side, he slipped his medicines into his patient’s 
mouth one at a time. 
 Marta watched her brother swallow, his face creasing in pain. 
 “There,” said the man. “That should help.”
 “Will he recover, sir?” 
 The man stood, but avoided her gaze. “I have to leave, I’m afraid. Tell 



me, which way was this – cloud heading?”
 “East, sir.”
 The long-haired man nodded. He was halfway into his cloak before 
Marta touched a hand to his elbow. He stopped, and she asked: “Is it true? 
Are you who they say you are?”
 “Who do they say I am?” He frowned at her. In front of  the window, 
his face was framed by the wet light.
 “My Lord?”
 “Ah,” said the man. “Oh no. Not again.”

∞
Stacy sighed and wiped a wet strand of  hair from her eyes.
 “It would help if  we knew what we were looking for.”
 “Something that doesn’t belong in this time, I would imagine,” Ssard 
hissed. He looked down the road ahead of  them, as if  it would be obvious. 
But all he could see was the dusty track, which was becoming muddy in 
the rain, and the groves of  olive trees that lined its edges here and there. 
There weren’t even any humans around, so the cloak felt like an unnecessary 
encumbrance. He was getting pretty hot.
 “The Doctor needn’t have been so cagey, though,” Stacy grumbled, 
kicking a pebble off  the path. “I mean, he was off  before he even told us 
where on Earth we are. Or when.”
 “Somewhere warm,” hissed Ssard.
 “Ah, the famous Martian sense of  humour,” Stacy smiled at him. “Good 
of  the Doctor to cool things down a little.”
 Ssard looked into the rain and grunted. “That’s why we haven’t seen 
anyone. Your species is not too fond of  precipitation.”
 “Oh, we love it!” she said, and elbowed his chest plate.
 “The irony is not lost on me,” he muttered.
 “It’s irony makes your planet so red,” Stacy smiled.



 They trudged on in this humour until they came to a fork in the road. 
To the left, the path wound up into the hills, but to the right, it led down 
into a large settlement, a human city. 
 Stacy stopped suddenly and took a step back.
 “What’s the matter?” Ssard hissed.
 She took his arm. “I just had the strangest feeling. I think I know that place.”
 “You’ve been here before?”
 “I’m not sure. I don’t think so. It’s like ... déjà vu, only it isn’t.” She 
frowned. “Not just to look at, I mean. I can feel it deeper than that.”
 This was odd, thought Ssard. In the time he’d known her, he had never 
seen her quite so affected. He looked at her in puzzled concern, and then 
placed a hand on her shoulder. “You could go back to the TARDIS.”
 “And who’s going to watch your back then, big guy?” But her tone wasn’t 
entirely as confident as her words. “Besides, the Doctor didn’t seem to think 
it was the safest place to be while that other craft is doing whatever it’s doing 
to the timelines.” She squinted down the road. “Plus I think I know how we 
can find out where we are. We can ask her.” She pointed to where a woman, 
pulling a cloak tightly around her as if  to keep off  the worst of  the rain, was 
heading towards them up the road. 

∞
The Doctor straightened his coat and made for the door, but Marta was in his way.
 “What about my brother?”
 It was a good question, thought the Doctor. Disruptor wounds were 
usually fatal, but this man’s injuries were odd, as though his body were still 
deciding what damage had been done. That made it all the more important 
to find the assailant and his vessel.
 “You must let him rest.”
 “Will he recover?”
 The Doctor looked back at the figure on the bed.



 “Marta, I’m sorry but I really don’t know.” He watched her head droop. 
“I can try my best for him, find the... person who did this.”
 “But they say you have powers, sir. Can you – can you –?”
 The Doctor shook his head. “Marta I can’t! I’m not who you think I am.”
 “They also say you deny your identity.” Her voice was nearly a whisper.
 The Doctor closed his eyes. “I’m sorry. I have to leave. I don’t know 
why your brother was attacked but I can’t let this happen to anybody else.”
 “You aren’t the man my sister told me about.”
 “No, I’ve told you, I – Wait, how, how would your sister know me?”
 “She met –” 
 “– the man you thought I was, yes, yes, yes, I see, I see.” Something 
dawned on him. “Your sister, what’s her name?”
 “Maryam, sir.”
 “Maryam, Marta and ...” – the Doctor looked back towards his patient, 
his eyebrow raised – “... Lazarus.” 

∞
As the woman got closer, it was clear that she was upset. Stacy slowed 
to greet her, trying not to seem too urgent. But at the same time she was 
itching to know where the Doctor had brought them, and why he wouldn’t 
tell them when it was. 
 “Hello,” she said. “I’m – can I help?” The woman said nothing. “It’s 
OK,” Stacy continued. She shot a glance back up the road to where Ssard 
was lagging behind. “I’m Stacy. Me and my friend were just making for the 
city and wondered what brought you out on a day like this.” Then again, she 
didn’t seem to be bothered about the weather.
 “I’m sorry, but I must get home.” The woman tried to move by her, 
almost pushing past, but she slipped in the mud and stumbled. 
 Stacy took her arm to steady her. “Are you all right?” 
 The woman turned and Stacy saw her eyes were red with weeping, deep 



with sadness. 
 “He will not come.”
 Stacy shivered. “Who?”
 There was a moment’s silence. 
 “I went to Yerûshalayim to find help for my brother. He is ill.”
 “Jerusalem..?” It was as much as Stacy could manage to get out. All the 
pieces connected in her head before she could stop them, and she instantly 
remembered the story. It was one of  the many she had learnt as a child that 
had never left her: the dying man, whose sister went to Jerusalem to find 
help from a healer she knew of  old. But that healer had not come, at least 
not until three days later, and now the TARDIS and another time vessel had 
arrived. In the city below her was – she shut her eyes. An arm reached out 
to steady her, now. She had not even heard Ssard approach.
 “What is it?” he hissed, leaning in towards her.
 “It’s –” She looked up at him. “I know where we are. I know why the 
Doctor was so funny. He knew I – and he couldn’t say anything.” She turned 
to the woman, now desperate to ask questions she knew she didn’t want the 
answers to. But the woman was staring up at Ssard. The cowl of  his cloak 
had slipped back, exposing his visor and scaly mouth. “Please,” Stacy said 
hastily, “Don’t worry. He’s a friend. Now –”
 The woman shook his head. “It can’t be. It was him. He attacked my brother.”

∞
 “I wish you had been him,” Marta said. “You seem so like the man 
Maryam described. You ...” But the right words would not come. Why was 
she angry with him, though? It wasn’t his fault she had seen him, asked for 
his help. She’d just assumed – hoped that he was someone else. 
 After pacing for several intense moments, the man was kneeling at the 
bedside again, his ear to her brother’s chest. 
 Marta coughed. “Sir? Who are you, if  ...?”



 “Hmm? Oh, I’m a doctor.”
 Hope rose again in Marta. “Then you can still help him?”
 “Perhaps. But Eigen states like this can get very tricky.”
 “Sir?”
 “He’s on the brink. Between two possible worlds.”
 “You don’t need to talk so strangely. I have seen people sicken and die.”
 “Not like this, though. It’s as if  he’s both sick and well at the same time.”
 “If  he ... if  he dies he will pass into the world beyond this one. The life 
eternal.”
 The man considered this. “Well, his name will be remembered for the 
rest of  time.” His eyes widened and he slapped his forehead. “Yes, yes, yes! 
That’s it! Remembered for the rest of  time – and then misused. Taken in 
vain, you might say.”
 “Sir?”
 “I need to go, Marta.” He laid his hands on her shoulders. “Thank you.” 
He dashed towards the stairs.
 “But was I wrong, sir? After all? You can save him, can’t you?”
 He looked at her, his eyes blue and sharp and clear.
 “Have faith, Marta. Have faith.”

∞
 “That is impossible,” hissed Ssard.
 Stacy looked between him and the woman. “What happened? Please, 
tell me what you saw.”
 “It was in the night,” the woman replied. She narrowed her eyes at 
Ssard. “He passed through the house as I slept, heading for my brother’s 
room. And then ...”
 “Yes?”
 “The air flickered, as though it were a candle flame, and he was gone.” 
She sighed. “I thought it was a dream until I saw him again now.”



 “Not a dream,” said Ssard. “But it does not sound like the technology 
of  our people.” 
 “And who are your people?” the woman snapped.
 “I am ...” he hesitated.
 “An acolyte of  Mars,” Stacy interjected. “You must have seen another 
of  his kind.” The woman looked at her sceptically, but said nothing.
 “You must believe us,” Ssard continued. “It is against my creed to harm 
another.”
 “You follow a war god and expect me to believe you?” shrieked the 
woman. She hurried up the road away from them, but after a few metres she 
stopped and fell to her knees on the muddy ground. 
 Ssard could see she was sobbing and made to move towards her, but 
Stacy put out a hand. “Give her a minute. She’s had a shock.” She gave him 
a pointed look. “She’s not the only one either.”
 “I’m sorry. Where are we, then?” he asked.
 Stacy sighed. “In all the time I’ve travelled with the Doctor, I must have 
tried not to think about this place. But it’s always been with me. Perhaps I 
knew we shouldn’t come here and find out.” Her eyes glazed over. “Like I 
couldn’t go back to the Dreadnought either.”
 Ssard let her reflect for a moment, then asked gently: “Find out what?”
 “I’m sorry.” She touched his elbow. “Listen, would you ever think of  
asking the Doctor to take you back to old Mars?”
 Ssard inclined his head. “I don’t follow.”
 “I mean, so you could meet ... Hang on, you said your creed, what do 
you mean?”
 Ssard straightened up. “I’m a lay follower of  Oras. He teaches us the 
sanctity of  all life.”
 “Doesn’t sound very Martian to me.”
 Ssard pointed up the road. “Is that what she meant? The humans follow 



a war god called Mars?”
 Stacy didn’t answer at first. The she muttered, “Not all of  us, no.”
 There was a long pause, then Ssard realised what she was getting at. 
“Your god. He’s here, isn’t he?”
 Stacy nodded. “I think in that town,” she muttered. “But I don’t want to 
meet him. We can’t risk interfering.” She stared at the figure ahead of  them, 
the woman struggling to her feet again. “And more to the point, we’ve got 
to find the Doctor and make sure he doesn’t interfere either.” She gestured 
ahead of  them. “We ought to walk her back. If  she’s who I think she is –” 
 “Yes?”
 “It doesn’t matter. We see that she gets home, find the Doctor and the 
TARDIS and go. Come on.”

∞
The Doctor tugged off  his coat and threw it onto the hat stand to dry as 
he hurried down to the console. He started flicking switches, calling up 
readings, to confirm the status of  the timelines. He was well beyond the 
Blinovitch horizon now. Ordinarily, any alterations that had been made 
since the TARDIS and the other craft had arrived would have become part 
of  history, but given Lazarus’s fluctuating Eigen state, the Doctor suspected 
there was still a chance to act. 
 Wait. That was odd. He double-checked one of  the readings and pulled 
the monitor screen down on its chain. From among the web of  timelines 
that fractured the picture, he picked two strands and traced them with his 
fingers, then made some rapid entries on the console. Although it was 
fringed with flickering filaments, the line that stemmed from the point 
when the TARDIS had arrived was strong and well-defined, suggesting that 
history had taken a clear route after all. He frowned, and mapped this line 
over the first, the original timeline. They were identical, running straight out 
of  the moment he, Stacy and Ssard had stepped from the Ship. Another 



point winked into life at the end of  the line. The other time vessel, thought 
the Doctor. 
 He placed his hands on the wooden shelf  around the console and let his 
shoulders sag. If  events were playing out as they always had done, why was 
the assailant’s ship still here? There was only one way to find out.
 He pushed the monitor out of  his way and moved round to the co-
ordinate settings. It would still be chancy to move the TARDIS with the 
interference from the other vehicle, but if  he disconnected the temporal 
vector settings, he could ride it through subspace, skimming the surface of  
the vortex rather than actually travelling through time. He would arrive at 
the other vessel in no time – well, in some time, actually, but it would be 
speedier than by foot. He flicked the final switch and the gears of  the time 
rotor rose and fell, pulsing with their eerie blue light. The Doctor crossed 
his fingers and hoped he knew what he was doing.

∞
The two strangers followed Maryam up the road towards Bethany until 
they reached the main junction, where they stopped as though looking for 
something and had a muttered exchange. What were they waiting for? She 
scarcely cared, turning up the road and trudging on. They were so absorbed 
in their argument that they didn’t even notice her go. She was beginning to 
feel that the rain had soaked through into her soul and was weighing it down 
as much it did her cloak and dress. 
 When she eventually reached the house, she hurried up the stairs, 
hanging her cloak in the anteroom. Then she stepped through into her 
brother’s room. Marta was kneeling at the bedside, holding his hand. 
 Maryam leant over and touched her brother’s face.
 “He seems ... better?”
 “A stranger was here. A doctor. He gave him medicines.”
 Maryam nodded. Then she sank to her knees, wrapping her arms around 



her sister and starting to sob again. “He will not come. He will not come.” 
Marta held her sister close, rubbing her hand up and down her back.
 “Don’t worry,” Marta murmured. “Don’t worry. He will be well again.”
 “How? Who was this doctor?”
 “He’s trying to save Lazarus.”
 Suddenly, there was a noise in the anteroom. The curtain swept aside 
and the two strangers, Stacy and her ... creature came in. 
 Maryam stood. “What are you doing here?”
 “Please,” Marta added. “You must leave. Our brother is unwell and 
needs rest.”
 Stacy pointedly ignored the figure on the bed and addressed Marta. “We 
− Have there been any strangers here?” She looked at Maryam. “I mean, 
apart from your visitor.”
 Marta frowned. “There was a doctor passing through the town. I brought 
him here to examine our brother. He asked about signs.”
 “Oh my God,” said Stacy. “Ssard, we’re too late.”
 “Who are they?” Marta asked Maryam. “What visitor?”
 Before Maryam could answer, Stacy grabbed Marta by the shoulders.  
 “You’ve got to tell me what’s been happening. The Doctor was here?”
 “Yes,” said Marta. “He had medicines. He’s going to save Laz−”
 “Don’t say his name, please don’t say his name. I don’t want to believe it.”
 Maryam took the woman’s wrist. “Then leave. Go now.”
 “Where did he go? The Doctor?” the creature hissed. 
 “East,” said Marta, “He went east. He went looking for his sign.”
 “Back towards Yerûshalayim,” said the woman. “He must have found 
out where the craft landed and taken the TARDIS.” She turned to leave, 
then stopped. “I’m sorry. I didn’t mean ... Your brother will be well again, 
soon. I promise.”
 “Your doctor will save him?” Maryam asked, not yet daring to hope 



what her sister seemed to believe already.
 “I hope not,” Stacy said. “But I’m very much afraid he will.”
 The curtain flapped in the breeze as they left. Maryam listened to them 
go down the stairs, into the street. But after a few minutes, all she could hear 
was the pitter-patter of  the rain on the street outside.

∞
The Doctor stepped from the TARDIS into a hollow on the hillside. 
Opposite him was the spot where the fat, ridged saucer of  the other craft 
had crash-landed. And that was odd, he thought. It had crashed, so why 
hadn’t it made more of  an impact than this? Marta had talked of  signs, 
but the only one she had mentioned was the craft passing overhead. The 
Doctor frowned. Tugging his collar upright, he traversed the wet, rocky 
ground, skirting the ship until he found an airlock. He produced the sonic 
screwdriver from his pocket and let himself  in.
 The cabin sloped at a precarious angle, and he had to lean against a 
console to get his balance. At first glance, it seemed to have sustained a great 
deal of  damage as it landed, but he soon realised that it must have been built 
that way. The lights flickered on and off, throwing occasional illumination 
on its dark design. It seemed to be a shuntspace vessel, thought the Doctor, 
placing it around the 11th or 12th millennium, and it had been retrofitted to 
travel through the vortex. Retrofitted badly at that.
 A tangle of  wires sprouted from the console on one side, branching out 
into a canopy that covered the ceiling. In the sporadic light, he could just 
make out the vortex enabler above the wires to which they were attached. 
It was akin to the one he used to have in the TARDIS – only that had been 
much less messy.
 He moved carefully across the inclined floor until he reached the far 
console. The wires clumped together, and were fed through a narrow, 
cylindrical affair into the console itself. The cylinder was charred and 



battered, but evidently still functional. An actuator rod.
 “How very interesting,” the Doctor muttered. “I’ve not seen one of  
these since –”
 There was a sound to his right. The Doctor peered down into the 
darkness.
 “Hello? Don’t be scared. I’m here to help.”
 There was a flicker of  light, and he could make out a bulky shape – arms 
and legs, a figure – slumped on the floor with its back to a control bank. As 
the cabin went dark again, the Doctor reached out his hand in the direction 
of  the ship’s occupant. 
 “I’m the Doctor,” he said. “Who are you?”
 The creature looked up, the little light there was glinting off  his visor. 
 “I am lost,” said the creature. He extended his arm towards the Doctor, 
and fired.

∞
They headed as quickly as they could back down the road to Jerusalem. 
The weather wasn’t helping Stacy clear her head; she just kept turning her 
thoughts over and over and getting nowhere. Ssard had said very little since 
they left the house, and she wondered whether he was keeping quiet out of  
concern for her. She was about to ask him when she realised that she could 
hear the biomechanisms in his armour straining with the effort of  keeping 
up with her. Despite herself, she smiled.
 “You need oiling.”
 “My armour isn’t suited to this environment.”
 She looked down the road, and in the distance she could see the buildings 
in the city ahead of  them.
 “I’d rather not be here, either,” she said. Ssard stopped and took her 
hand, closing his heavy clamp around her fingers as gently as he could.
 “Ow.”



 “Sorry,” hissed the Martian, relaxing his grip. “But I understand. I’ve 
been considering your question.”
 “What? Oh –”
 Ssard nodded. “I wouldn’t want to visit the age of  Oras.” He placed his 
hand against his chest. “It’s not him that matters to me. It’s his ideas.”
 Stacy grimaced. “They do say you should never meet your heroes. I 
don’t think meeting your messiahs is a good one either.” She could scarcely 
believe she was being so flippant about it; but perhaps that was the best way 
to avoid dwelling on the implications. They turned and carried on walking, 
a little slower than they had before, the sky getting gloomier. Night must be 
closing in, she thought.
 Soon they approached the fork in the road by the hillside.
 “OK,” said Stacy, “Where now?”
 “The craft cannot be in the city. Otherwise the woman would have seen it.”
 “But it could be camouflaged. Like the TARDIS should be.”
 Ssard inclined his head. “Then I suggest we find a vantage point on 
the hillside.” He touched his clamp to his visor. “I am equipped to scan for 
disruptions in local energy fields.”
 “You sure know how to sweet talk a girl.”
 Ssard continued: “There may be something that shows us – me where 
the vessel is.” He smiled.
 Stacy smiled back. They began climbing the path.

∞
The Doctor blinked and the hollow was empty. The only way he could tell 
that the ship had been there – that it might still be there – was the itch in 
his mind. He studied the shape of  the space around him, squinting when he 
realised that he couldn’t quite make it out. It wasn’t just the late light, it was 
as though the ground hadn’t decided whether the vessel had crashed or not.
 “Just like Lazarus,” he muttered. 



 There was an arc of  silent lightning over him, sketching in the shape of  
the ship. He slipped and slithered across the rocks, waiting in one particular 
spot until the craft dematerialized about him. The creature was standing now, 
a couple of  steps in front of  him, but took a second before it registered that 
the Doctor had moved. The creature turned, but the Doctor seized his arm.
 “Wait. Wait!” the Doctor implored. “I want to help you. Tell me about Lazarus.”
 The creature hesitated, then slumped, his hands falling on to the console 
beside him.
 And they were hands, the Doctor realised; five fingers at the end of  
each slender, scaly arm. It looked up at him. In the flickering light, he could 
see that its helmet was elongated, more reptilian than Ssard’s, but it was still 
recognisably an Ice Warrior. 
 “I came to find my messiah,” the Martian hissed. “But he no longer 
exists.”
 “You’re from the Intent, aren’t you?”
 The acolyte didn’t look up. “I thought I’d found him. The relic helped 
me trace him through the vortex.”
 The Doctor looked at the scorched actuator rod in the control deck. 
“It’s got a fine sense of  irony then. It was after your Lazarus, the fake, and it 
located the original.” He paused, changing his tone. “Where did you find it?”
 “On Sontara.”
 “The sign of  the lights,” the Doctor breathed. “Of  course!”
 “When I connected the relic with the ship it brought me here.” The 
Martian’s voice was almost plaintive. “It told me I’d found the man. But he 
was not my messiah. He was not Lazarus.”
 “Oh, but he is,” the Doctor said. “That’s the thing about signs. You’ve 
got to be sure you read them correctly.” He cast an eye over a control 
bank, examining the readings. “Yes, yes,” he muttered. “I think we could 
do something here. Why were you looking for him, by the way? I heard the 



Intent had been fulfilled.”
 The Ice Warrior looked at him, his visor glowing a ghostly red. “You 
know the persecution my kind faced from our so-called brethren? A religion 
that preaches acceptance and sacrifice, and all they could do was turn on the unlike.”
 “That’s not fair. The trouble with the intolerant minority is that they tend 
to be disproportionately loud.” He gazed round the shabby ship. “Empty 
vessels and all that.”
 “Word went round that the messiah was beyond our reach. It made me 
more determined to find him. I wanted to prove to them what he was truly like.”
 “I’m not sure that would have been a terribly good idea.”
 “But he didn’t exist. Nowhere, nowhen. Only this – wretched human.”
 “So you shot him? That’s not going to do anyone any good.”
 The Martian hung his head, leaning in towards the Doctor and resting 
his hands on his shoulders. The Time Lord found himself  patting the back 
of  the scaly armour, feeling rather absurdly that he should be comforting it.
 “Hey, hey. Everyone could use a second chance, couldn’t they?”

∞
Ssard struggled in the stronger gravity, the tendons in his armour working 
hard to keep him moving. But it was getting cooler as the sun sank, and Stacy 
seemed a bit more relaxed. They stopped to look back at Jerusalem at a turn 
in the path. A little awkwardly, Ssard hissed: “I will scan the settlement.” He 
activated his head-up display.
 “It’s a pity it’s still overcast,” said Stacy, looking up the hillside away 
from the city. “We might have seen Mars.”
 Ssard idly wondered what his ancestors – or his descendants – would 
be doing, fifty million miles away across the solar system. His gaze swept 
over the landscape, but, as he had imagined, there was no sign of  any energy 
disruption or chameleon field in the city below them. “I cannot detect –” 
 “Wait,” said Stacy, tugging at his arm. “That feeling – déjà vu –”



 “If  there is time technology at work, it may be a side-effect,” Ssard realised.
 “Couldn’t it have been more than that?”
 Ssard thought better of  pursuing the matter. He changed his visor’s 
settings and started scanning again.
 “Wait,” said Stacy. “I thought I saw something.” She pointed up the 
hillside. “It looked like a cloud shadow, the way it flickered, but it’s not 
sunny enough. And it didn’t move.” She pointed. “There!”
 “It’s not like any chameleon filed I’ve ever seen,” said Ssard. He watched 
the rocks fade, then darken, then fade and disappear again. A large, round 
shape sat atop them. “Is that the ship? It’s as though it is not there at all when 
it is camouflaged.” He tried to get a fix on the object, gauge its distance. It 
was difficult to tell from the vessel itself, but the surrounding rocks were a 
several-hundred-metre climb.
 “Talking of  camouflage ...” Stacy gestured to the left of  the object, 
where a smaller, boxier shape was perched. “So the Doctor did find a way to 
bring the TARDIS here.” He thought he heard a trace of  anger in her voice, 
and before he could stop her she pressed on up the hillside ahead of  him.

∞
Ssyryx sat in the shadows as the stranger moved around the vessel, adjusting 
settings, rewiring components and getting it into some semblance of  
working order. The darkness soothed him, helped him clear his head. He 
remembered the vivid colours of  the time vortex he had seen on the scanner 
as the ship travelled, the disorientation he felt when he arrived, that sense of  
never quite being here. The stranger had promised to save him. Indeed, his 
tone suggested he often made such promises. 
 He could return to the future and make a future of  his own. The stranger 
would ensure that none of  this had ever happened – said he knew one 
of  the Prelectors of  the Intent, someone who would help him understand 
what it meant to be a true Lazarene. And he believed the stranger; the man 



had a quality that made you believe, Ssyryx thought.
 “There,” the stranger said. “You’re almost ready.”
 “Who, Doctor?” This voice came from the airlock, higher in pitch. 
“Who’s ready?”
 The newcomer’s tone was shrill and Ssyryx did not like it.
 “Stacy! Good to see you. Glad you found the ship at last. Ssard with you?”
 “Don’t, Doctor. There’s no time for this.”
 “No, you’re right. In fact, you’d better stand clear. This ship is about to 
go places.”
 The figure moved inside the ship and stood opposite the Doctor. It was 
a human, a human woman. “I’m not going anywhere,” she said. “Not until 
I know what’s going on here.”
 Ssyryx stepped out of  the darkness between the two human figures, 
flinching as he did so, but raising his disruptor to cover the newcomer. 
“Please,” he hissed. “Do as the Doctor says.”

∞
Stacy looked from the Martian to the Doctor, horrified. 
 “Down!” hissed a voice behind her.
 Stacy flung herself  at the Doctor, pulling him to the floor as the air 
behind her shuddered with a disruptor blast. After a couple of  seconds, she 
looked round. The ship had disappeared, and Ssard was standing where the 
airlock had been, his arm raised.
 “Has it gone?” Stacy asked, panicked. She pushed herself  upright.
 “Unfortunately not,” the Doctor snarled, dusting himself  down. “Nice 
shooting, Ssard.”
 “He was about to fire on Stacy.”
 “No, no, no, no! I was about to send him home.”
 “But –” Stacy began.
 “But now the balance between the Eigen states has changed. It’s hovering 



on the edge of  having happened.”
 “Eigen what?”
 “The technology this vessel relies on should never have been used. 
There are two timelines vying for the same co-ordinates in space-time.”
 “But that means you can still stop the ship from going back,” Stacy said, 
looking him right in the eye.
 “It means that when the ship reappears I can remove it from history 
permanently.”
 “I can’t let you do that.”
 “And I can’t let you not. I’m sorry.”
There was a flicker of  air around them. Stacy looked round and could see a 
light-edged phantom scurrying across the rocky ground towards Ssard. The 
Doctor had clocked him too.
 “Ssard, look out!” he called. Then the ship snapped back into history 
around them.

∞
The ship solidified. Ssard lumbered round to look at the spot where Stacy 
and the Doctor had stood, and instantly regretted it. 
 His opponent’s armour seemed much better suited to this environment, 
much more flexible, and he pinioned Ssard’s clamps behind him. “Please,” 
hissed the stranger. “Do not move.”
 Ssard struggled but the other Martian’s grip was tighter than he would 
have imagined. He remembered as a child turning a rock to find a spider-
lizard clinging to the underside, and no amount of  prising or prodding had 
succeeded in removing it. He decided to relax a little.
 “What are you doing here?” The stranger shivered a little, but said 
nothing. “You killed the human, didn’t you? Why?” There was still no 
answer. “Why ?” he repeated. “Oras teaches us –”
 “Oras? Who is Oras?” Then he didn’t know, thought Ssard.



 “He is our Lord. The Bringer of  Light.”
 Ssard was not expecting to be forced to the floor and he gasped. He 
rolled as the other Martian kicked him and ended up on his back. He watched 
as his opponent levelled his sidearm and a lizard like tongue flickered in his 
mouth. “He is not my god, primitive. Lazarus is my saviour!” 
 Breathing raggedly, Ssard asked: “Then why did you destroy him?”
 “The human was an impostor, not the true incarnation.” But the other 
Martian seemed hesitant, his voice wavering. His arm drooped. “I was lost,” 
he hissed. “Scared.”
 Ssard nodded and eased himself  onto his elbows. “There is no dishonour 
in that.” 
 “I thought all you barbarians cared about was honour.”
 “Oras taught me more than that. And the friendship of  humans has ...”
 “Humans?” the Martian spat. His anger seemed to have reasserted itself. 
“They too are scared, and that fear leads to hatred. I could see it in his eyes and 
I knew then that he could not be my messiah.” He had brought his disruptor 
to bear again. “He did not deserve to live, primitive, and neither do you.”

∞
The moment the ship reappeared, the Doctor left Stacy on the floor and 
hurried to the controls to check the settings he’d made before Ssard had 
shot things out of  balance.
 “What are you doing?” cried Stacy. 
 He turned back to Stacy and spread his arms. “What we have is a ship 
that shouldn’t be here. Like I said, he technology is all wrong for time travel. 
It’s really only designed to project an object through the vortex, temporally 
but temporarily.”
 “So?” Stacy snapped. The Doctor pointed at a rod-like component on 
the console.
 “Ordinarily, this actuator rod is supposed to limit the subject’s impact 



on history. It should reduce their reality quotient and prevent their actions 
influencing the web of  time. So when I activate it, history will forget it was 
ever here. I hope.”
 Stacy propped herself  on her elbows and looked him right in the eye. 
“But we both know it doesn’t.”
 He returned her gaze steadily. “Do we? What is written about this 
moment doesn’t mention us, it doesn’t mention this ship or its pilot. All it 
remembers is –” he hesitated, choosing his words carefully “– a strange and 
beautiful event.”
 “And what happens when you throw the switch? Does Lazarus just leap 
back into life?”
 The Doctor turned and checked some more readings. “I told you this 
thing was damaged. It may take a day or two of  history for the Eigen state 
fluctuation to settle down.”
 He lifted his hand to make another alteration to the settings, but Stacy 
grabbed his wrist from behind. “I’m sorry, Doctor, but you can’t.”

∞
The Doctor turned awkwardly in her grasp. “Stacy, I have to do this.”
 “You know what happens if  you do, though. Lazarus comes back to 
life, but it isn’t a miracle this time. Just a quirk of  science.”
 “But we know he comes back to life. It puts history back on its course.”
 “Don’t you understand? If  I let you do it, I’ll know it was you that saved 
Lazarus, not –” She gritted her teeth. “I mean, are all of  his miracles so 
much technobabble?”
 “We’re dealing with Eigen states here, you can never be that certain about 
anything. It’s the idea of  Lazarus that matters, it’s the idea that survives, all 
the way down history.”
 “You don’t understand, Doctor. I don’t care about the web of  time. I –”
From outside, there came a rumbling yell of  pain. Stacy stared at the Doctor 



for a long moment, then let him go and raced to the door of  the cabin.
 Slipping on the uneven floor, she fell on her side. She hauled herself  into 
the doorway and looked out into the wet night. The Martian was crouched 
over a dark shape on the ground. Then he turned and began to make his 
way back towards the ship. As he moved, Stacy could see Ssard sprawled 
over the rocks behind him. He lay absolutely still. “No!” she cried. 
 And again the thoughts came before she could stop them: the other 
Martian’s impact on history was increasing and there was only one way it 
could be reversed. As he scurried towards her, raising his arm, Stacy shook 
her head then turned to the Doctor. “Do it,” she sobbed.
 Without a word, the Doctor turned and completed the sequence of  
switches. Stacy closed her eyes, and when she opened them again, the ship 
wasn’t there. It had never been there.
 Down in the rocks in front of  her, the bulky shape of  Ssard stirred and 
began to get up. The Doctor helped Stacy to her feet and together they 
stumbled across the hillside to help him. The clouds were dispersing, and 
the stars and planets started to shine down on them.






